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Why Evolution?
When Icon.) --ced the IC-706mklback in
1995 it instantly became a best seller with
ML&S taking over 100 advanced orders.
Twelve months later, the mkil arrived, then
the mklIDSP; improving performance based
on feedback from Radio Amateurs
worldwide.
Almcialfhreeyears after the birth of such an
advanced piearAerigirretling, Worn Japan
have produced the IC-706mklIG. Incorporating
manyertherraements over-the
-the first series, the
new version offerettlefonOWII410:

■
■
■
■
■
■

Expanded frequency coverage 43 Gd1410NIHz
2fIlloutput boosted to SOVV
Tone Squelch as standard
Key illumination for night time use
User Programmable auto repeater function
CR-282 optional High Stability oscillator available

0.5ppm)

Add 160-10M at100W, 6M at 100W all mode
and once again !corn steal the lead in
Amateur Radio Communication products.
RRP £1195.
ML&S price -call now. Part exchange and
credit facilities available subject to status.

41 111i

0181.566 1121.

N!.11,T2IPORLTYHPICLDHAINIPIIIIINGI
LONDON W13 9$11

RI FAX: DIRT -5661207
Is CUSTOMER CARE:0151 - 566 0

■ WEB SITE: MLandS.00.uk
■ E-MAIL: sales@MLan0S.Co.uk
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RAFT ANTENNAS
CUSE
a very special deal for CON members
:711111
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DISCOUNT
FROM Mg LIST PRICES!

R6000

FROM

Ergo„4 CUSHORAFT
.......

THE ULTIMATE IN MULIIBAND VERTICALS!
The R700 is a half wave vertical which features
10 - 40 meters including WARC bands
expandable to 80m. Slim profile, ruggedly
constructed haps, no ground radials required
make it the ideal choice for small gardens.

R6000 Vertical
A NEW slim silhouette 'ethical covering
20 metres through to 6 metres with high
heliability. There are NO TRAPS on
6, 10; 15 metres for more efficiency and
power handling,
L299.95
£8 P&P

HF Multi•Band Beams

67000

10,

12, 15, 17, 20, 30, 40 meter £369.95

8Orne add on kit for 17000
680
AIM:A....Radiol kit for vertical antennas

L129.95
£64.95

VHF VerHeols
£39.95
2mtr RINGO 1.2m long 3.75 db
2mtr RINGO RANGER 2.8m 5.5 db
2mtr RINGO RANGER 114.3m 7 db ..£59.95
£59.95
6mtr RINGO 3.1m 3.75 db
6mtr RINGO RANGER 7.3m 5.5 db 1199.95

AR2
ARX2
ARX211
AR6
ARX6

postage and packing £8 on each Item

• NEW Euro Design YAMS
A new range designed especially for the European market

10, 15, 20 mtr 7 element Yogi .1499.95 •
10, 15, 20 mtr 9 element Yogi .1749.95 •
10, 15, 20 mtr 3 element Yogi .1389.95
10, 15, 20 mtr 4 element Yogi .1489.95
A4S
£299.95
12, 17, mtr 3 element Yagi
A3WS
1129.95
30,
40, mtr kit for A3S
A743
£129.95
30, 40, mtr kit For A4S
A744
£119.95
30 mtr kit for A3WS
A103
£639.95 •
....13.5
•
32MHz
ASL 2010 Skylog
pip £10 on each item • £12 p&p on each Item

X7

X9
A3S

HF Mono Band Beams
TEN-3
104CD
154CD
203CD

10 mtr 3 element beam. £1.39.95 •
10 mtr 4 element beam...£269.95 •
15 mtr 4 element bectm...£289.95
20 mtr 3 element beam...1359.95

postage and packing £10 •£8 on TEN-3 & 104CD

HF Rotary Dipoles
D3W
D4

D40

-.

1

E mail:

peter(iPlineararnpu_k.u-net corn
Web: hup://www.lineararnpuk.u-net coin
-

AVAILABLE NOW!
the New
CHALLENGER II

R7000 HF Vertical

COMMUNICATION• ANTENNAS

Freq.., ,, ,, . .6, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20 mtrs
1500 Watts
,
Powef
Height,,:...,:.,..... -..5 a mtrs 119ft1
5.6 kg
' 4
Weight.,..1: , .... .:
NO GROUND RAIDIALS REQUIRED
i

pi

!AMP

Phone / Fax 01964 550921
Field Head
Leconfield Road, Leconfield,
Beverley, E. Yorks. HUI 7 71,1,1

£1.99.95
12, 17, 30 mtr Dipole
10, 15, 20, 40 mtr Dipole .... £259.95
£229.95
40 mtr rotary Dipole
postage and packing £8 on each Item

VHF/UHF Beams
2mtr 13 element Yagi 15.8 dbd
1352N
2mtr 17 element Yogi 18 dbd
1782
A14410SN 2mtr 10 element Yagi 13.2 dbd
A148-207... 2ner 20 ale. crossed 11.1 dbd
70cm 19 element Yogi 15.5 dbd
7198
70cm 29 element Yogi 17.8 dbd
7296

£1.29.95
£199.95
£85.95

£105.95
£109.95
£169.95

At last the new CHALLENGER II is now available, in fact our
first 3 have just gone off to Finland. The much improved
Challenger now has an internal high pressure fan for very quiet
and cool operation. The power supply is also internally cooled
and will let the new Challenger tick over at 1600 Watts + to
make you the signal to be heard on the band.
The new internal design gives easy access to all components.
The Q of the IN and 0/P is improved and makes for very easy
tuning on the higher frequency bands. For the moment, we have
stayed with the Eimac 3CX800A7 as I bet ieve it is the best
choice for linearity and for good IMD, like the Alpha 87 and the
TenTec Titan etc.
The Challenger II is now in an all-over charcoal colour to match
any of the popular modern transceivers. Though we are still
using 3CX800A7 valves, we have kept the price down to
£2095 inc .

postage and packing £8 on each item

Dual Band Yogis
2m/70cm 3+3 element 7.8 dbd
2m/70cm 5+5 element 10 dbd

A27065
A2710S

£59.95
£79.95

Other Linear Amp UK products:-

postage and packing £8 on each item

Satellite Ant
£229.95
2mtr 22 el. OSCAR Yogi 14 dbdc
70cm 38 el. OSCAR Yogi 15.5 dbdc 1209.95

22X8
738X8

22X8 & 738X8 feature circular polarisation switching feature
peerage and packing Cl an each Deal

6 Meter Antennas
6mtr 3 element Yogi B dbd
6mtr 5 element Yogi 10.5 dbd
6mtr 6 element Yagi 11.6 dbd

A5035 .......
ASO5S

A5065

£89.95

£149.95
£249.95

pottage and packing £8 on each item

• Check out our Website: http://www.nevado.co.uk
• email us on: infoOnevada.co.uk

TALK TO 11111404 THE OUVICROT SPECIRISTS - WE USE

THEM ON THE AIR EVERYDAY/ Mil VAIN' IN STOOK/

tel: 01705 662145 lax: 01705 690626

• 189 London Rd • North End • Portsmouth • Hants • P02 9AE

(01411111111.1110N OIVISION)

Ranger 81111 4 x 811A for a genuine 800W CW/SSB £895
Hunter 1000 NEW Amperex 3-500ZG 1 kW CW/SSB £1195
Explorer 1200 Now 15 years old and much improved £1595
£2095
Challenger II Brand New , and selling well !I!
£
89 5
Hunter Six 6m with a 3-500ZG over g00 watts
We have large stocks of valves, transformers, capacitors etc.
Repairs done to all makes of amplifiers with a friendly, helpful
service .
Finance available on all models. (Subject to status)
Part-exchange always welcome.

See us at Pickett's Lock and GM DX convention

07/11-14/11 ZF2UH: Grand Cayman (NA-016) • by
KESBR
09/11-17/11 ZL8RS: Kermadec Is (OC-039) • by ZL IRS
12/11-19/11 BQ9P: Pratas Island (AS-I10) •
multinational team
12/11-25/11 FH/TK5PB: Mayotte (AF-027 & DIFO
islands)
14/11-16/11 JI3DST/3 (7N3UXO/3): Awaji Island (AS117)
14/11-15/11 Japan CW Contest
14/11-15/11 OK DX Contest
14/11-15/11 WAEDC RTTY Contest
15/11-07/12 5R: Madagascar islands (AF-057) • by
F6AOLF6BFH,F9IE
15/11-05112 D68WIJ: Comoro Islands (AF-007) • by
F6HWU
17/11-24/11 FR/G3SWH/p: Reunion Island (AF-016)
21/11-06/12 XZIN: Myanmar • by Central Arizona DX
Association
22/11-01/12 VK9LX: Lord Howe • by VK21CV, K6KM,
NOTT, N4RU, NM7N
23/11-30/11 V31WF: Ambergris Cay (NA-073) by VE6PL
25/11-05/12 CP6/LU9AY and CP6AA: Bolivia • by
LU9AY

25/11-04/12 HI3K and HI3JH: Dominican Republic (NA096) • by AD4Z
26/11-05/12 TU: Ivory Coast • by JAI OEM
27/11-23/12 FT5ZH: Amsterdam Is) (AF-002) • by F5PFP
& F5SIH
28/11-29/11 CQWW CW Contest
28/11-29/11 5V7A: Togo • by Voodoo Contest Group
28/11-29/11 GU6UW by G3XTT
from mid Nov 3W5FW: Vietnam • by UAOFM
November 9G: Ghana • by Voodoo Contest Group
Nov-Dec NI V: Navassa (NA-098) • by K8RF and others
November T3OCT: West Kiribati • by DL I VU
November T31AF: Central Kiribati • by DLI VU
November T33 VU: Banaba • by DL1 VU
4/12-6/12 ARRL 160m CW Contest
4/12-5/12 EA DX CW Contest
08/12-17/12 18811: Palau (OC-009), Belau " by KJ9I,
NF9V and NZ9Z
12/12-13/12 ARRL 10m Contest
12/12-13/12 Italian Contest (40/80m)
18/12-20/12 TO150: Reunion Island (AF-016) • by FRs
26/12-02/01/99 VK9CL: Cocos-Keeling • by JMILJS
26/12-16/01/99 VPSCRB: Falkland Is (SA-002) • by
K4QD

ere
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This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel CDXC logo. As this
item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF
Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.

LABUAN
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A NON-OPERATION DXPEDITION TO PENANG ISLAND
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KEY FOB

EMC PLANNING — NEVER SAY DIE
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This Is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.

CZECH RENDEZVOUS
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RUBBER STAMP

CQWW TROPHIES
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This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio correspondence.

SWL NEWS

PRICING
Paperweight:
Key Fob:
Rubber Stamp:

£2.50
£1.50
£5.00

not available mail order
including post/packing to UK
including post/packing to UK
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QRZ CONTEST

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK bank. No foreign
cheques please. Send your payment to:
Barry Cooper, G4RKO
1, Strouds Meadow
Cold Ash
Newbury
Berkshire
RG18 9PQ
UK
CDXC QSL CARDS are available from G4LJF, QTHR. SASE for details.
60
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derived programs to provide a wide variety
of propagation displays. The software is
much less buggy than it was a couple of
years ago, and while it is 16-bit software it
runs very well under Windows 95.

Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 16:04:17 -0400
From: Pete Smith <n4zr@,contesting.com >
Subject: ICQ-Contest] Band changes and
propagation forecasting

Of particular interest is the program
ICEPAC, which provides a plot of circuit
reliability (defined as the percentage of the
days during a given month that the S/N ratio
over that path will exceed a pre-selected
value) versus time of day, for any selected
frequency. Using this software, once you set
up the parameters (sunspot number, etc.) it's
only a few minutes work to generate
excellent colour graphs showing which
bands are most likely to be open to a given
area at a given time throughout a 24-hour

There's an interesting article in the current
NW comparing the results of propagation
forecasting and experienced operator
intuition in planning band changes during
CQWW. Of course, there are a lot of
variables to be considered in making band
change choices other than monthly average
propagation parameters, and the profile of
KITO's day one choices shows when and
how he deviated from the predicted "best
bands. 11 would've really hurt to miss that
10-metre opening.

day.
Just FYI.

For those who are interested in doing
similar predictions for key paths during
73, Pete Smith N4ZR
upcoming contests, this is just to advise that
there is an excellent freeware Windows
package available from 73 Don G3XTT, NKIG
htip: //elbert its. bldrdoc.gov/pc hf/win_voac
ap. html. It incorporates the Windows
versions of several excellent IONCAP-

CQWW CW RESULTS
Unfortunately, some of the Northern Ireland scores were missing from the advance release of the
1997 CQWW Phone contest results which I used as a basis for the results summary in the last
Digest. In the all-bands, low-power category, GIOOUM scored 32,482 points, and GI4MWA
8,250 points. In the CW event UK stations made a very good showing. High achievers in their
respective categories included GIOKOW (World 10 th, 1" in Europe), G4BUO (2"" Europe),
GOIVZ (6th in Europe), M7Z (3 ° in Europe), GW3YDX (World 1"), GW7J (World 6 th, 3"1 in
Europe), GD4UOL (9" in Europe), GW3JXN (10 th in Europe), 2MOAOK (3"I in World),
GOTDX (5 th in World), GOOGN (5th in World) and G3JXC (ri in World). Congratulations to all.

DX CALENDAR (thanks 425 DX News)
till 31/12 HS98AG: special event call
till December TL5A: Central African Republic • by
PA3DZN
till 24/11 XT2HP: Burkina Faso • by JAIOEM
till Apr 99 ZF2NT: Little Cayman (NA-016) • by N6NT
till 17/11 TY: Benin • by DJ6TF, DL7B0, DL7DF and
DL7UFR
05/11-17/11 E3: Eritrea • by Space A DX Group (10 ops)
05/11-16/11 JY8ZW: Jordan • by K4ZW

till December 4S7BRG: Sri Lanka (AS-003) • by
HB9BRM
till mid Dec 5N3CPR: Nigeria • by SPSCPR 391
till 22/11 HC5: Ecuador • by DL2YAK
till 31/12 EU200A, EV200M & EW200M: special event
stations
till Jan 99 FOSQE: Tahiti (OC-046) • by FSGSK
till late Nov HFOPOL: South Shetlands (AN-010) • by
SP3BGD
69
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2," ?teed,
No serious contester will need reminding
that the major contest event since the last
Digest was the CQWW Phone. Mind you,
there were plenty of other I-IF operating
events worthy of participation, especially
given the marked upturn in band conditions,
the RSGB 21/28MHz contests for example.
But for me, at least, the CQWW won't be
remembered for the band conditions, which
were down on what we had been seeing
earlier in the month, but for the atrocious
weather. I joined the M8T near Ipswich and
Friday proved fair, giving us a chance to get
all the hardware up. However, Saturday
brought us gales and driving rain, and the
loss of our primary 40m antenna (a 3-ele
full-size Yagi on 100ft Versatower), as well
as a couple of other, less important antennas.
Nevertheless, we felt pleased with the
weekend's achievement, with almost 1000
multipliers, 5-band DXCC, over 150
countries on 10m, an incredible 180
countries and 40 zones on 15m, etc.

EDITORIAL
Don Field, G3XTT

Contest Club, but it's nice to be noticed. In
1997 we came 11 th in the "DX" (outside
USA) category out of 77 club scores.
And while on the subject of CQWW CW,
here's a request which I was asked to include
in the Digest:
"Do you require another CW op for this
year's CQWW CW? or had you thought that
a guest op would be a nice addition to the
shack furniture ! Enthusiastic, house-trained
and trying to edge his way off the nursery
slopes of the CW contesting learning curve.
Please contact Paul GOWAT on 01707 333542 or e-mail to:
p. brice-stevens@zeiss.co.uk "

Finally, I see that the whingers haven't even
waited for CQWW this year to get into print
(see "Letters" column of latest RadCom).
I'm rather inclined to comment that, if the
band is full of contesters, with no room for
ragchewers, then there must be a lot more
contesters than ragchewers wanting to use
the band that day. Ergo, democracy rules
OK! Either that, or the contesters have
better signals than the ragchewers, and can
therefore hold a frequency. I don't ever recall
reading a letter from a contester complaining
that he couldn't find a clear spot to contest,
because the bands were full of ragchewers
Of course, the debate is an old one, and
even in CQWW Phone there's usually space
at the top end of even 20m to get away from
contest activity. But frankly, if one were to
calculate the "kHz-days" taken by contests,
and then a similar measure for non-contests
(especially if you include the WARC bands),
then the ragchewers win hands down. Maybe
we need a few more all-band, all-mode
international contests to restore the balance
.. (only joking, honest).

Unfortunately Chris G3VHB was another
victim of the storms, and lost his tower a
couple of days before the contest, and I did
hear a few other tales of woe. Nevertheless,
there appears to have been a strong entry
from the UK, and I understand that
GM3WOJ did very well indeed in a 20m
single-band effort, with all zones worked and
a high country multiplier.
Let's hope both weather and conditions
improve in time for the CW event at the end
of November. I plan to activate GU6UW,
single-op, all-band and I daresay there will
be many CDXC members active in the
contest. As always, both for the Phone and
CW contests, do include your CDXC
affiliation on the cover sheet, so that your
score will also count towards a CDXC club
total. We may have some way to go to catch
the big US contest groups or the Bavarian
511
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Sometimes, in these days of the Internet and
global satellite phones, it is worthwhile to
ask ourselves why DXing still holds us in its
thrall. Many, of course, drift away as they
achieve the higher reaches of the Honor
Roll. That happened to a large extent with
the founders of the Chiltem DX Club, those
stalwarts of the Thames Valley and Chiltern
Hills, who used two-metre FM to pass each
other DX news during the heady days of the
early-80's sunspot peak. Others hung in
there, finding new challenges in the WARC
bands, in chasing new ones on the low
bands, in IOTA and in 6m. The very
variability of HF propagation, compared
with the predictability of the Internet and
telephone communications, provides more
than enough to keep us fascinated. But it's
also true that these things seem to count for
less with the younger generation. Bob
W9KNI, a true-blue CW DXer and author of
"the Complete DXer" stayed with me after
the HF Convention, and we pondered the
fu ture of this hobby we hold dear. Neither of
us was too optimistic. In the West, at least,
the world has moved on, and electronic
communications is now a mature technology
(with amateurs having played a major part).
Just as the enthusiastic amateur flyers of
earlier days have given way to a large and
professional aviation industry, perhaps we
are going the same way. In the US, hams
often fall back on their ability to provide
communications in an emergency and,
indeed, the hurricane nets were busy again
recently. But now that satellite phones and
the ubiquitous mobile phone are with us, the
professionals can usually manage even when
all the landlines are knocked out.
It's not just a numbers game, of course, but
any aspect of life which is not constantly
being reinvented tends to go stale very

E2V5

quickly - it's something about human nature.
I'm not sure what role, if any, CDXC can
play in re-inventing the magic of HF amateur
radio, but it might be a good topic for
debate. Those of us who were involved in
the 9MOC operation feel we may have
played a small part, by bringing the thrill of
chasing a DXpedition to a wider audience
than is often the case, and by trying to move
some of the technological aspects forward.
Bob Treacher has been working hard to find
new challenges for the SWL community,
SWLing having historically been a major
breeding ground for future amateurs. I know
that Neville G3NUG has been working on a
"DXing" presentation which can be taken
round to radio clubs. There are probably
other examples. Is there more we can do or
does the future of HF, if it has one, lie with
the young people of Eastern Europe and
South East Asia where the hobby is still new
and exciting?
On a completely different topic, I had a very
interesting day out recently when I went
with the Reading radio club to Bletchley
Park. If you haven't been there, it's well
worth a visit. I knew that Bletchley Park had
been home to the people who had broken the
German Enigma and Lorentz codes during
WWII, and was where the first real
computer (Colossus) had been developed.
All this is fascinating, and there are many
exhibits including a rebuilt Colossus, and
also material relating to the breaking of the
Japanese, Italian and other codes. But
Bletchley Park is also home to a number of
other collections. For radio amateurs there is
plenty of WWII radio gear, including such
old favourites as the AR88, B40, R1155,
HRO and so on. There's also a permanent
exhibition station GB2BP, run by the Milton
Keynes radio club, with HF and VHF gear,
amateur TV, etc. And there is a huge
collection of computers, yet to be properly
catalogued, including all the early home
computers such as Commodore Pet, TRS80

and the like. Bletchley Park is open every
other Sunday from 1 lam.
I am very grateful once again to those who
have sent me material for the Digest. There
is something of an historical flavour to this
issue, which I hope you will find of interest.
Personally, I find it fascinating to read about
the past exploits of our various members.
And more of this kind of material, as well as
articles of more current interest, will be very
welcome. I am also devoting significant
space to the 3B7RF and ZK I XXP write-ups.
CDXC supported both these operations, and
it is fascinating to read these inside accounts.
Finally, I want to apologise for an error in
one of the photo captions in the last Digest.
The first photo is, of course, the "other"
Phil, G4OBK. Hopefully I grovelled
sufficiently to both of them at Windsor!

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Since we have so many new members I
thought it would be worthwhile having a
look at our objectives (as stated in the
Prospectus) and then setting out some of our
recent achievements against these objectives.
Our objectives are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To fund DXpeditions
To encourage and support the younger
and newer amateurs
To publish an excellent bi-monthly
newsletter
To create an environment where
members can meet
To issue achievement awards
To keep the club on a well-administered
and sound financial basis.

Let's have a look at each of these objectives
in some detail and then consider our
achievements.
1. To fund DXpeditions
A major aspect of CDXC activity is the
sponsoring of HF DXpeditions, ranging from

donations and the provision of equipment to
large-scale logistical support. Our funds are
fairly limited so we have to be selective and
make sure that the DXpedition concerned is
well organised and that UK amateurs in
particular, will have a reasonable chance of
making contacts. About half of our income
can be made available for this purpose. This,
when matched by the RSGB DXpedition
Fund, means that the two organisations
together can now fund DXpeditions to the
tune of £5,000.00 per annum or, say, around
12 DXpeditions at £400.00 each. We also
now work closely with the GM DX Group.
We have recently contributed funds to the
following DXpeditions:
St Paul Is. CY9AA
North Cooks ZK 1 XXP
Willis Is. VK9WM
Lord Howe Is. VK9LX
Spratly Is. 9MOC
Palmyra Is. etc. KH5 (Various calls)
St Brandon 3B7RF
Rotuma Is. 3D2DX
Amsterdam Is. FT5ZH
Campbell Is. ZL9CI
Palau T88BI
Navassa N1V
St. Paul and St. Peter Rocks ZYOSP.
Hopefully many CDXC members will have
made contacts with many, if not all, of these
DXpeditions and in doing so will have
gained several, indeed perhaps many, new
DXCC countries or band-countries. There is
another way of looking at the DXpedition
funding issue. It takes the income from
around 33 members alone (taking into
account the costs of printing and distributing
the Digest) to fund just one DXpedition to
the order of £200.00. Food for thought!
2. To encourage and support the younger
and newer amateurs
A significant number of members joining in
recent years have been substantially younger
than our average membership. This has been
extremely encouraging. A club like CDXC
needs new blood, new ideas and new
initiatives and we need to do whatever we

call of nature. I found a lay-by with the
relevant facilities. A quick look around the
bands produced a miserly 8 European
stations on 20m and nothing on 15 or 10.
Consequently a drink and a plate of "Frites"
was much more interesting. The weather
gradually improved, and by the time I got to
Cherbourg it was quite pleasant. After doing
some Hypermarket shopping I had a quick
look round the bands from the car park.
Couldn't hear anything over all of the QRM
from the shops and power lines. It was now
time to catch the ferry, and so after another
excellent dinner, I was at my parents' house
near Poole by 22:30 BST.

short sessions totalling about 1/2 hour I
logged 22 stations including, OD5PN(10),
NIIN(10), ZP5OP(10), ZS5NK(10), 6 LU's,
W4AMJ(10), PY2KC(10), V51FP(10),
HS1RY(15).
Day 2
Tuesday dawned fine and sunny again, so on
with the sight seeing. After lunch I found a
suitable place for some more listening near
the small village of Locquiec. Again 15 & 10
were in excellent condition, in just under an
hour I logged 34 stations including,
PU5EPL(10), LU9FDW(1 0), EW8AM(15),
W8MQ(15), HL LIV(15), HLIOYF(15),
UA9BY(15), RW9AB(15), K5MF(15),
LU 1 AG(15), GIOTIC(15), HS INGR(10),
RW9BKQ(10), YBOLOG(28).

Day 6
Another wet and nasty day. Mother wanted
to attend a "Coffee morning" at the village
church, so after dropping her off I found
somewhere to set up the station. Despite the
weather, conditions on 15 & 10 seemed to
have improved and in 1/2 hour of listening 13
stations were logged including, AP2N(I0),
HL5NB(10), VK6LG(10), UAOSJ(15),
4Z5LL(10). After lunch I needed some fresh
air, so I went down to Sandbanks near Poole
harbour, for a walk. Suitably invigorated I
did a final listening session. 20 stations in the
log this time including ZP9XG(10), YC9MU
- TIMOR( I 0), SU3YM(10), PY2ELZ(10),
HS I NGR( 10), ZS6BAF(10), ZS 1 J( 10),
WA2HZ(I5), UA9WF0(15),
DU3NHK(15), KQ1D(15).

Further sight seeing followed until at about
17:45 local time (15:45 UTC), I was back at
the hotel. I re-visited one of the two places I
had been to on the previous day and did
some more listening. Conditions were still
holding up, and another 25 stations went
into the log in about 35 minutes. These
included, WA3TNQ(10), 9K2HN(10),
N4FBY-60watts(10), 9K2GS(10),
CX6FP(10), OD5NH(10), PUlLAA &
CX6DAK working each other(10),
AA1ON(15), VO I XT(15), 9K2MU(15),
WK1A(15), PY2GY(10), V51GP(10).
Days 3 & 4
Weather again perfect. I left the hotel much
refreshed, and headed South East to Vannes
in Southern Brittany to visit friends. No
Amateur Radio on these two days, just an
over indulgence of eating and drinking.

Finale
As I said at the start, this was intended to be
primarily a holiday - radio was very much
secondary. Never the less, with very simple
equipment and antennas, a total of 147
stations were logged from all continents in
just over 41/2 hours of listening. Also this was
during the week, i.e. no contest activity to
boost the logging rate. Whilst we all admire
and thank those who go to a lot of trouble
and expense to put on the mega-expeditions,
we can all get a lot of pleasure from our own
mini-expeditions using simple gear, and
without spending vast sums of money.

Day 5
Ugh! The day dawned cold, cloudy and very
wet. Cat took one look out of the front
door, and decided to cancel the rest of the
day. I had to be in Cherbourg by 18:00 to
catch the ferry, so with the weather looking
set to be bad all day, I decided to make an
earlier start than originally intended. I took
my leave at around 12:00 and headed North.
By about 14:00 I was getting a bit hungry
and thirsty, as well as needing to answer the
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With band conditions improving, even I have
made myself turn on the receivers a little
more often recently! Although 28MHz is not
yet "firing on all cylinders", it has been very
welcome to hear signals from the West coast
of the USA and Western Australia. CDXC
SWL David Whitaker BRS25429 doesn't
think the band is as good as it should be.

Elsewhere on the bands, FO5QG continued
to be active from the Marquesas (about
14.130kHz at 0800z), FOOSUC on Austral
had been elusive (but he had only been using
wire antennas), V63KU had been putting a
consistently good signal into the UK on
14MHz both long and short path, and the
T32BI expedition had been particularly good
copy - also on 14MHz. The LF bands were
showing signs of stirring from their summer
slumbers with East coast USA stations often
20dB over S9 at the top end of 3.5MHz, and
incredibly good signals from all over the
place appearing on 7MHz SSB - YB, FM,
LU, W, VE, JA, VK, ZL, V31, 9K, DS to
note just a few.

24MHz has been my star band having been
open for DX traffic whenever I switched the
receiver on. Whether is was 0700 or 1900z,
the band was open. Star loggings have been
JDIBIA, TG9NX, 6Y5PA, TJ2RSF, W6,
W7, VE7, BV2KI. There has been so much
DX traffic that the DXCC countries total on
24MHz for 1998 has shot up to 117.

HAVE SCANNER WILL TRAVEL
Some of you may recall that in the early part
of 1997 I wrote an article for the Newsletter
(as it was then) about my exploits in
Cornwall during the 1997 CQ WPX contest.
Well I have been out and about again, this
time in Brittany, accompanied by my trusty
scanner. Again the primary purpose of the
trip was holiday, and boy did I need one, but
I thought it would be useful to get a bit of
practice in before the CQWW contest at the
end of October.

—

AGAIN, Mick Toms BRS31976
the M25 (where else). As there is only 1 boat
a day on this route, I would have been a little
upset if I had missed it! However after an
excellent dinner and some sleep, my arrival
in France in superb weather cheered me up
no end. The hotel I had booked was about
80 miles West of Saint Malo, and I had all
day to get there. I therefore ambled slowly
along the coast, stopping here and there at
little fishing villages for some sight seeing.
At about 13:00 I felt the inevitable pangs of
thirst and hunger, and so found a little bar
where I had a beer and a snack. After the
refreshment I found somewhere to park Point de Chateau - and have a listen on the
HF bands. 15 & 10 both seemed to be in
good shape, and in just under an hour's
listening I logged 25 stations, including
K4FVV(15), JK2SVE(15), YC9BU(10),
ZB2J0(10), K4NV(I5), JA0EN0(15),
JA I PAP(15), UA6CA(10). The editor has
the full log.

For those of you who don't remember the set
up, it consists of a Toyota Paseo (a smallish
2+2 seater with very little space for more
than the driver and a suitcase), a Yupiteru
MVT7100 multi-mode scanner and a 3 x
5/8th wave 432Mhz colinear (yes 432Mhz)
on a mag mount on the boot lid. The scanner
has rechargeable batteries which are charged
from the car whilst on the move. It is also
worth noting that on SSB the radio uses the
same filters as on AM, so the selectivity
leaves a lot to be desired

It was now time to find the hotel, so I
continued to the village of Trebuerden where
I was to stay. After checking in and sorting
out my luggage etc., it was time to have a
look around. Trebuerden is quite a pretty
place with a marina, hotels, bars etc. There
were several places where a bit of listening
was possible, so I tried them out. In two

.

Day 1 - Monday 21st September 1998
I arrived in Saint-Malo at 8:00am CET after
a night crossing from Portsmouth. The
journey from home to Portsmouth had been
somewhat fraught, and I only made it with
25 minutes to spare, thanks to an accident on
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can to encourage the newer and younger
amateurs to join CDXC.
It has been great to have a good inflow of
younger members recently who have caught
the DX bug. Some of them have been very
active in contests and in putting on
DXpeditions. Take Darren GOTSM and
Shaun MOBJL. They recently mounted a
very successful IOTA DXpedition to the
Scilly Islands (EU-011) and made over
2,000 contacts as GB4SM over one
weekend on CW and SSB using two of the
IOTA FT-900s. Keep up the good work!
Congratulations also to Ian GOKRL on
winning the G5RP Trophy. This is jointly
awarded by the RSGB HF Committee and
the Vale of White Horse Amateur Radio
Society for recent, rapid progress in the DX
field.
3. To publish an excellent hi-monthly
newsletter, the CDXC Digest
The past years have seen not only an
increase in size of our newsletter but also an
increase in quality, both of the content and
the finished product. Our thanks of course
go to Don G3XTT, our current Digest
Editor, and to past editors.
We further upgraded the CDXC Digest
recently by introducing an attractive
coloured card cover and, most importantly,
we are now printing the photographs by
offset-litho on gloss paper. Quite a few
members have commented favourably on
these improvements. My XYL Trish, who
distributes the Digest, commented on the last
(September) issue "The best yet." Praise
indeed!
4. To create an environment where
members can meet
Our main social get-togethers take place at
the Annual Dinner usually in March, the
combined AGM and Summer Social in July
and at the HF Convention in October
.

All these events continue to be well
supported and we receive very positive
feedback. This year, for the first time, we

held a Northern Dinner. This too was
successful and attracted as many members as
the main Annual Dinner did five years ago!
There are also the "unscheduled" meetings
with visiting overseas DXers. In the past few
months there have been get-togethers with
overseas members Austin VK5WO, Jim
VK9NS and Barry ZS IFJ.
5. To issue achievement awards

The Penallt Trophy is awarded to the club
member who contacts the greatest number
of countries on the LF bands during a sevenday period in December and January. Four
plaques are awarded to the leading UK
stations in the CQ Worldwide CW and SSB
Contests. The club also issues merit awards,
recognising outstanding contributions to HF
DXing. We also sponsor the Geoff Watts
Memorial Trophy for the annual RSGB
IOTA Contest.
At the recent I-IF Convention I was delighted
to present the Penallt Trophy to Roland
G4HSD for the second year running. The
committee has decided to broaden the appeal
of this award and has recently agreed a new
set of rules. We hope that next year there
will be much competition for this very
attractive trophy (see page 10). We have
also decided to revise the rules by which we
award the four CQWW plaques (see page
54). We believe that the club will gain a
higher profile as a result. Awards of Merit
have recently been given to the VKOIR and
9MOC DXpeditions.
6. To keep the club on a sound financial
basis and well administered
We try to keep a minimum of six months'
membership income on deposit. We like to
deal with membership applications, badge
and the Digest distribution and members'
correspondence efficiently.
At present, club reserves significantly exceed
the six-months target but as a result we are
able to respond positively to requests for
funding from the increasing number of
DXpeditions that are now being organised as
sunspot cycle climbs. Occasionally the

our
occurs
in
slip-up
inevitable
administration but I believe we react quickly
in these situations.

SECRETARY'S UPDATE
Barry Cooper G4RKO

---000000000---

In politics it seems customary to write about
the first 100 days in office. In business, it is
accepted practice to report the first 100 days
post-acquisition. What's this to do with
CDXC, you may well ask? Not much, other
than its about the length of time I have now
been in post and can report that I am at last
beginning to get to grips with my new
duties. A little organisation goes a long way
to reducing the task in hand!

Another RSGB HF & IOTA Convention is
over. I hope the many members who
attended the Windsor event over the
weekend of 9/11 October thoroughly
enjoyed it. Numbers were again up on the
previous year. The organising committee
welcomes your feedback — please do not
hesitate to contact us with your comments.
The feedback so far has been very
encouraging. Those attending seemed to like
the focus on two main lecture streams and
the "HF Village" concept. Our thanks to
John G3WKL who took on the major task of
organising the lecture programme and to
Brendan GOUCT for doing an excellent job
as MC for the DX Dinner. Our thanks to all
the lecturers and to everyone else who
helped out in so many ways and particularly
to those who stayed on after the raffle to
help with breaking down the station and
exhibits. I estimate that around 30 CDXC
members were actively involved in the
convention organisation this year.
Our thanks also to our sponsors Martin
Lynch and Sons and Yaesu UK Ltd who
supported us financially and provided some
of the main raffle prizes. Our thanks also to
ICOM UK Ltd, to Nevada Communications
and to SMC for the other main prizes and
indeed thank you to all who gave raffle
prizes.
Finally I know I write on behalf of the entire
9MOC team in saying how delighted we
were to be given the CDXC Award of Merit
at the DX Dinner. The sub-committee who
dealt with the funding from CDXC of the
9MOC DXpedition recommended that we
should be awarded this plaque. Replicas,
which have been given to each team
member, were funded by the team members
themselves. The 9MOC team was also
delighted to give Phil G3SWH a plaque as a
vote of thanks for his outstanding work as
our QSL manager.

DXpedition Funding
At the last CDXC Committee meeting held
on the 12 September, it was agreed that the
club would support two planned expeditions
in keeping with the aims and objectives of
the UK DX Foundation. These were:
NIV Navassa - it was agreed that CDXC
would match the RSGB contribution of
£200. The rationale for providing support is
that the dxpedition is proposed by a wellknown team and the location has not been
operated for over 5 years. As such, it is
considered to be reasonably rare and worthy
of support.
ZYOSP/ZYOSZ St Peter & St Paul Rocks.
The Committee agreed that the club would
match the RSGB's promised contribution of
£200.

CDXC WEB Site
Lee, 2EOABT has spent a considerable
amount of time updating the WEB site and
ensuring that the data it contains is up-todate and accurate. In particular, the way in
which member's e-mail addresses are shown
has been redesigned and is now easier to
administer. To the large number of members
that sent e-mail addresses for inclusion,
thank you. These have been incorporated
and should be checked for accuracy. One or
two late arrivals missed the last update and
will be incorporated next time round. The
WEB site can be found at
htfp://www.cdxcarg.uk

.52ad 71E2AS'
71eadet, ERS 52525
SWLs to provide me with details of their
All-Time Countries. It was good to hear
from Colin Cadby RS96462 who has only
been SWLing for about 3 years. He is
pleased with his tally of 256/264 DXCC
countries especially in view of the poor
conditions we have experienced over the last
three years. Colin asked for an SWL "most
wanted countries" listing and tips on how to
get a QSL card from "difficult" countries. I'll
see what can be arranged for the next CDXC
Digest. David Whitaker also provided his
score - 325/328 - He still needs BS7, FOS
(Austral) and P5, and still awaits cards from
BS7, H40 (Temotu) and FO5 (Marquesas). I
too have 325/328. I still need FO5 (Austral),
P5 and T33 while I need cards from BS7,
F05 (Austral) and Z3! I hope for more table
entries and wanted country information for
the next issue. As this issue of the Digest will
appear during November, there is time to
remind members that the CW leg of the
CQWW SWL Challenge takes place on 28
and 29 November. I offered a special
certificate to the leading CDXC SWL last
year, but I was not called upon to issue it.
Although the Challenge is a listener event, I
am more than happy to accept logs from the
licensed fraternity. Some amateurs might
consider themselves to be "little pistols" and
unable to be as competitive as they would
like, others might not have the time to
commit to a full weekend on the air, but both
would still like the opportunity to be
involved in arguably the biggest contest of
the year. There is an ideal opportunity enter the CQWW SWL Challenge. I met a
few such amateurs at the HF Convention
who were keen to enter the SSB leg, and I
would be delighted to receive further logs
for the CW leg. The rules are in my October
RadCom SWL column or I can send you a
copy if you drop me an e-mail.

Mick Toms BRS31976 and I were delighted
to be able to run an SWL exhibit at this
year's HF and IOTA Convention. As a result,
I have no hesitation in saying that the
standing of the SWL community has been
raised a few more notches. Our exhibit,
which was devised at relatively short notice,
was based on the highly successful CQWW
SWL Challenge. We showed a video of my
1997 multi-multi station and displayed
literature associated with the Challenge.
There was much interest shown by both
CDXC- and non-members, such that we
have been invited back next year to provide
a bigger and better display. I now need all
CDXC SWLs to give a moments thought to
the type of listener orientated material which
we could use in next year's exhibit and
whether each of you could give up part of
your weekend to help man the stand.
At the time of writing this piece, this year's
CQ Worldwide contest is only a week away.
My Multi-multi SWL team - now known as
"The London SWL team - RS178500" will
be active again with better receivers and
antennas than in 1997 when we posted the
best ever SWL multi-multi score in the
CQWW SWL Challenge - over 1 million
points amassed through hearing 569 "band
countries" during the SSB leg of the CQ
Worldwide contest. Our sights are set even
higher this year. Time (and band conditions
during the 48 hours) will tell whether we
achieved our target and whether we are still
the World's No.1 multi-multi SWL team Read Mick Toms' report in the next CDXC
Digest to find out.
In the last CDXC Digest I trailed the idea of
starting a current DXCC countries table for
CDXC SWLs. This issue sees the first table,
with 3 entries. To make the table a real
success, I now need the remaining CDXC
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cars with exotic-looking number plates
parked around the pole. The first person I
spoke to claimed to speak no English, but
the words "radio amateur" and "Slavek"
brought a grin of recognition and Slavek was
summoned.
He turned out to be an extremely affable
individual and he and I spent the next couple
of hours in the pub talking DXpeditioning,
with occasional translation help from Lada,
OKIDIX, who has been living in the USA
for a couple of years and is also licensed as
N1GA. Although the pub was officially
closed, because the Czechs were all staying
there, I was welcomed in as a guest of
residents. It transpired that the landlord,
Giles Mortimer, was also an amateur G8DWQ, but that he had allowed his
callsign to lapse years ago. Because of the
Czechs' visit, though, he had decided to
renew his licence and, hopefully, become
active again.
It transpired that Slavek was not particularly
interested in UHF contests and when I
arrived he was found tuning around the HF
bands on an FT-1000MP which he had also
brought along. I suspect - though he didn't
say so - that he had driven all the way to
England with the UHFers primarily in order
to donate the HF antenna to us!
Slavek was one of the OKDXF 'Pacific 98'
DXpedition team which operated from FOO,
ZK I, 5W0, KH8, 3D2 and 3D2/R back in
February to April this year, making a grand
total of 76,916 QSOs. He's been on
numerous Dxpeditions since it became
possible for Czech citizens to travel freely in
the late 80s, and his next one will be as part
of the multi-national Eritrea DXpedition
scheduled for 5 - 17 November. Amongst
the team members will be Vince Thompson,
K5VT, who was of course on the 9MOC
DXpedition. It's a small, not to say
incestuous, world amongst DXpeditioners.
True to his word, Slavek had indeed brought
the ZY-33 antenna and handed it over
amongst plenty of photograph taking. He
also gave me a fairly professionally-made,

but Czech-language, video of the OKDXF
Pacific 98 trip, and I felt sorry that I had
only brought single copies of Ham Radio
Today and RadCom to give away as gifts. (I
hadn't realised that there would be more than
one person: I had guessed - incorrectly - that
Slavek was coming to do the contest with a
group of British VHF operators).
The group operated as GO/OK2KKW on
432 and 1296MHz only, using a new Yaesu
FT-847 transceiver and a home-made 500W
amp on 432MHz, and a lower-power homebrew 23cm rig. They were all bemoaning the
lousy conditions on UHF, but nevertheless
managed to work a Czech station at over
1000km on 432MHz, which sounds pretty
good to me.
It was an interesting day's excursion, and I'm
glad I was able to make the 250-mile round
trip to meet the Czech group. The ZY-33
antenna is now safely stored in my garage
awaiting the next CDXC DXpedition. As for
Slavek, I'm sure well be hearing a lot more
of him. He revealed that his "life's ambition"
is to put on a big DXpedition to Pitcairn
Island, which he hopes to do as early as next
autumn, and I have promised to help him
with paperwork when applying for
permissions. Watch this space!

CQWW Trophies
This announcement appeared at the HF
Convention at Windsor:

"CDXC (Chiltern DX Club) - the UK DX
Foundation - is pleased to announce that it is
to sponsor a new RSGB Trophy. 'The
CDXC Cup' will be presented to the leading
UK Single Operator in the High Power
Section of the CQ WorldWide DX Phone
Contest each year. The trophy, which will be
engraved with the winner's name and
callsign, will be presented at the RSGB HF
Convention in the year following the CQ
contest and will be retained by the winner
for a period of one year. A small replica or
plaque will be made available to the winner
to keep on a permanent basis."

Thanks again to Lee for all his good work,
which he kindly undertakes during breaks
from his "A" level studies
.

Northern Dinner
I had the pleasure of meeting David
Whittaker, BRS25429 who organised the
Northern Dinner at the Donnington Rally
shortly after the event. Feedback, post the
event had all been very positive and the
9MOC presentation particularly enjoyed.
David is hoping that there will be sufficient
support to make this a regular annual event.
See Alan, G3PMR's on the next page.

Donnington Rally
A new name on the rally calendar? Yes and
no. Donnington is now the new venue for
the Leicester Rally, which was forced to
move to a new location following the
decision to close/demolish Granby Hall for
redevelopment. So what of the new venue
and how well was it supported?
The venue, a very large, long exhibition hall
is located next to the Castle Donnington
racing circuit. Access is excellent from the
Ml and unlike Granby Hall, parking is free,
plentiful and close to the door [an important
consideration when you struggle out with
that new FT-1000MPI The show was very
well supported both by the manufacturers:
Yaesu, Kenwood and ICOM all having large
stands and also by the major dealers like
Lowe Electronics, Martin Lynch & Sons,
Nevada and Waters & Stanton. Not
forgetting, of course, the many, many
smaller suppliers with the myriad of
interesting bits and pieces that make a rally.
Judging by the crowds who attended, both
Friday and Saturday were a great success
only slightly marred by all the lights going
out about 1:30pm on Friday when a JCB
down the road cut through the main power
feed to the hall! All credit to the organisers
for shipping in one of the biggest generator
sets I have ever seen to keep the show on
the road.
Verdict: certainly worth a visit next year.

HF Convention
The HF Convention took on a new look this
year and the creation of the HF Village in
the main bar area appeared to work very
well and created a warm atmosphere over
the two and a half days of the event.
Friday afternoon started for me with a little
reminder of my days in the boy scouts - tent
erection - much to the amusement of those
not involved that couldn't see why we
needed tents indoors! But the effect created
was worthwhile and added a lot to the
overall ambience of the main bar area.
Friday evening included a buffet meal and an
IOTA Doctorate quiz. As somebody who is
still struggling to get his first CSE in IOTA I
found the quiz heavy going. Having said
that, the winners achieved about a 90% hitrate. Well done. The quiz was followed by a
team game involving the design and erection
of an antenna in best "Blue Peter" tradition only string, bamboo and sticky tape allowed.
Amazingly, the winning design was resonant
mid-band. Must get the design for the back
garden!
Saturday morning was, as I recall, about
Friday night's hangover. Too many stories
shared with too many people in the bar! It
was good to meet a lot of CDXC members
on the stand, especially the recently joined
members and thanks to all of you who were
kind [honest] enough to use the opportunity
to pay up your outstanding subs!
The convention station was loaned by Yaesu
and worked faultlessly throughout the
weekend. Our thanks to CDXC member
Paul Bigwood, G3WYW of Yaesu UK for
arranging the loan of the FT-1000MP and
VL-1000 amplifier.
The high spots of the convention for me
were two lectures. Neville, G3NUG
presented a fascinating insight into the
9MOC dxpedition. Even though I was
involved in arranging some of the equipment
used whilst at Yaesu, the lecture really
brought home the enormity of the 9MOC
logistics and what a tremendous effort it was

just to get the kit there - let alone work
65,000+ qsos. Mind boggling!
The second lecture to catch my eye was
presented jointly by Chris Lorek of HRT
fame and Martin Lynch, G4HKS. Between
them, there is not much that they don't know
about the tools of our hobby. Chris, as
always provided some excellent slides
explaining the features like DSP that are
becoming common on modern amateur
equipment with some interesting visions of
what we will see in the future. Martin, as the
UK's biggest dealer gave some excellent
advice on buying and selling and how to
maximise the investment in your equipment.
All in all, a great weekend. Can't wait for
next year.

Tail End
I think I spotted a 'New DXCC Entity' in last
month's RadCom - not too sure, will check it
out and report later!!!
73,
Barry Cooper, G4RKO

FIRST CDXC NORTHERN
DINNER
Alan Jubb, G3PMR

During my six years on the CDXC
committee, the committee was approached
on a number of occasions about the
possibility arranging a dinner for members in
the north of England. The committee's
response was always that we needed a man
on the spot to handle the local arrangements,
and, for a long time, no volunteer was
forthcoming. I was very pleased therefore, to
receive an offer from David Whitaker
BRS25429, in early 1998, to arrange a
CDXC Dinner in Harrogate.
So, at last, the Northern Dinner became a
reality. David did a sterling job making all
the arrangements with the Majestic Hotel.
The Majestic is somewhat grander than the
traditional venue for CDXC dinners, but, in

spite of that, David was able to negotiate a
price for the dinner that matched the earlier
Southern Dinner. The dinner was held on
Saturday September 19th.
As with all new events, one always wonders
how successful it will be in terms of
numbers. The following CDXC members
attended: BS25429, GOOPB, GOSBQ,
GOUVR/PAOAXE, G3CAQ, G3LOJ,
G3PMR, G3WGV, G3ZBA, G4OBK,
G4PFF, G4UZN, G4VXT, G5HY,
GIONWG. In addition, there were nine ladies
present (including GOCYL) — it was good to
see so many supporting their other halves.
What was disappointing was the small
number of northern members who attended
— half of those present had travelled up from
the south. Unfortunately, no committee
members were able to be present, although
G3WGV, G4PFF and myself were excommittee.
The meal was most excellent, quite the best
meal that I have had at any CDXC dinner.
After dinner, I gave a very brief welcome
speech on behalf of the committee, and then
handed over to John G3WGV, and Tony
GOOPB, who gave us a most interesting
illustrated talk on the 9MOC CDXC Spratly
DXpedition. Afterwards, those with stamina
retired to the bar!
All in all, this was a very enjoyable evening,
and the first of what I hope will be a regular
event. It is to be hoped that future events
will be better supported. Our grateful thanks
to David Whitaker, BRS25429, for all the
effort that went into arranging this.

FOR SALE
1998 Radio Amateur Call Book CD-ROM.
Contains addresses of more than 1,450,000
licensed radio amateurs and has 54,000 QSL
manager listings. Lots of additional featrues
and data eg searching, email addresses,
prefix maps, prefix/country lists, etc - only
£15.00. G4PFF (g4pfraaol.com ), QTHR or
phone 01767 677792.

"Fred's" opinions were not valued ... I
deferred any comment until the next meeting
in November when, in the light of the site
visit, the matter will be decided. As "Fred"
has already spoken he will need to persuade
one of his cronies to speak instead. I'll let
you know the outcome ...

points - most of which were not relevant ...
when the bleeper went off he carried on but
was then silenced by the Chairman. His main
argument is that I misled the Council with
my planning application for the Tennamast an argument that the planning department
apparently do not accept. The look on the
face of the Planning Officer told me that

CZECH RENDEZVOUS
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG

antenna to us, it could then be used on our
next expedition. The only problem was how
to get the antenna from the Czech Republic
to England, as freight charges were very
high.

At the beginning of October a group of
Czech amateurs drove by road all the way to
the UK to take part in the IARU UHF / SI-IF
Contest - I never did discover quite why
they wanted to do this particular contest
from England, but that's what they had
decided to do!

The months went by and no antenna arrived,
and so I thought we would never see the
antenna, and put it down to experience. We
hadn't lost anything, and it was a kind
thought, the execution of which was too
complicated or too costly to be carried out.

Amongst the group was Slavek Zeler,
OK I TN, of the (HF) OK DX Foundation
(OKDXF), who had promised to donate a
ZY-33 antenna to the 9MOC DXpedition.
The ZY-33 is a 3-element tribander, very
similar to the Cushcraft A3S, and is made
commercially by Slavek's firm, Zach
Antennas and Radio Productions, in
Kosmonosy in the Czech Republic (more
info is at http.://web.telecom.cz/zach).

Then at the end of September, out of the
blue, I received an e-mail from Slavek,
saying that he would be in England in a few
days to do a UHF contest and he would
bring the antenna with him. I e-mailed back
asking for further details but only got the
reply: "We come to Beccles J002QG/Toft
Monks". That was it, no times, no address,
just the locator and "Toft Monks". Another
e-mail requesting more details went
unanswered - he must already have been on
his way! Toft Monks turns out to a village
on the Suffolk / Norfolk border, so on the
Saturday of the UHF contest, I drove out
there, not knowing whether I'd be able to
find the group, or what to expect at all.
Fortunately Toft Monks is a small village
and it didn't take long to discover a 50ft pole
with a 32-element 432MHz beam on top in
the car park of the Toft Lion pub in the
middle of the village.

Slavek had explained that the OK DX
Foundation wanted to help to sponsor our
DXpedition, but that they could not afford
to send a meaningful sum of western
currency (Czech crowns are still not a
convertable currency and it is illegal to
import or export them). Instead, they would
be pleased to send us an antenna. Slavek's
original communication had come to me, as
the "sponsorship king" of the 9MOC
DXpedition, in December last year.
However, by this time all the 9MOC
antennas were already on their way by sea
freight to Malaysia, so I wrote back to
Slavek explaining that we wouldn't be able
to use his antenna on the DXpedition, but
thanked him for his kind offer. He wrote
back to say that even though we wouldn't be
able to use it, he would still like to donate an

Several central European gentlemen were
milling about muttering in a Slav tongue and,
even more encouraging, there were three
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second station inspection was made after
"Terry" wrote to the local MP regarding
possible danger to health from
electromagnetic radiation. I September I
received a letter from the RA stating that no
NoV would be applied, but it was felt that
my method of power measurement on SSB
could be improved. They suggested that I
obtain a more accurate peak reading
wattmeter or take account of the under-read
on SSB of my present Daiwa meter. I felt
this to be a fair observation, particularly as I
operate CW or RTTY 90% of the time and
rarely use in excess of 100w on SSB.

enforcement action. I applied immediately
and this, of course, meant another £95 fee.
The Council started the consultation
process, but this time wrote to 40
neighbours for an antenna with a total
surface are of 1.5 square feet ... "Fred"
started his own consultation process by
lobbying the same people with his own
letter. He managed to cajole another four
neighbours into writing to oppose the
application. Two of my neighbours kindly
supplied me with a copy of the letter he sent
out, which criticised the Council planners
and the Planning Committee. I outfoxed him
here by sending a copy direct to the Planning
Officer. Three days before the application
went to Committee I visited the Council to
check the now bulging file. "Fred's" letter
was in there, along with many more that he
had sent relating to his campaign. From the
content it was apparent that he had written
to English Heritage to try (without success)
to get them to oppose the application. Like
"Terry" (who was part of the conspiracy but
now appears to have lost interest in closing
me down) "Fred" had also written to the RA
regarding danger to health by
electromagnetic radiation. The RA seemed
to have told "Fred" that resources were
limited and that another visit by the mobile
laboratory from Baldock could not be
justified. However, they had passed on the
address of a company that "Fred" told the
Council he was now in touch with relating to
hiring or purchasing his own monitoring
equipment! The mind boggles ...

ARer I erected the Tennamast and antennas
in April "Fred" was quite obviously seething.
I caught him one Sunday afternoon stood on
a pile of bricks taking photographs of the
antennas. A few days later a letter from the
Council arrived to inform me that an
accusation had been made relating to the
height of the aerials ("Fred" again) and that,
to ensure compliance with the planning
permission, measurements would have to be
taken of the mast in the lowered (9.2m) and
raised (12.2m) positions. Two officers
arrived later that week with an electronic
theodolite. I made them aware that the mast
could be raised 2m higher than the plans
permitted but confirmed that the only time
that it had been raised to that height was
when it was installed so that measurements
could be taken. A request was then made
that some permanent means of ensuring that
the mast could not be raised the extra 2m be
fitted. I installed cleats on the winch rope
that prevent the mast being raised higher
than 12.2m and informed the council that
they were welcome at any time to check that
this measure is in place.

The Planning meeting on October 5 th
arived.Mmbsofthpulicarenw
permitted to speak in support of, or to object
to, planning applications. Both "Fred" and I
had registered to speak. In light of the five
letters of objection, but. despite a
recommendation from the Planning Officer
to pass my application for the Butternut, a
councillor requested a site visit before a
decision is made, and this was accepted.
"Fred", however, was given the right to
speak, and speak he did. He got to his feet
and used his three minutes to make his

You may recall that in the April the local
planning department were requesting a
planning application from me for the
Butternut Vertical as it is greater than 3m
high. "Fred" continued to apply pressure and
threatened to take the Council to the Local
Government Ombudsman if they didn't force
me to put in an application In August
the Council gave me 14 days to apply or face
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New CDXC Members
Call
GONXX
G3NHL
G3TJW
G3ZOU
G4SLE
G4YSN
G4ZZG
GI4TSK
SV5TH

Worked
176
200
130
327
100+
100
200+

Name
James Lynch
Chris Lewis
John Bright
Martin Goodrum
Keith Lambert
Ian Brown
Charles Wells
Jim Skillen
Nikos Kritikos

Location
Scarborough
Churchtown, Cornwall
Crediton, Devon
Stowmarket
Portslade, Nr Brighton
Chorley, Lancs
Mansfield
Comber, Newtownards
Rodos, Greece

SILENT KEY
Sadly, we report the passing of yet another CDXC Member. This time it is Mike Frey G3VXZ.
Mike was a CDXC member of long standing, often to be found at CDXC events, and will be
sadly missed.

POSTBAG
From Peter G3RZP
Were you aware that in the ancient world,
the Assyrians had a unit of measurement
called the 'beru' representing the distance
travelled on foot in 2 hours? How many
QSO's to the 'beru'?
73 Peter G3RZP

From George G3NOH
Perhaps you read my message on the Cluster
regarding my receiving the WARC Bands
Century Award. If you didn't, the Plaque (as
shown on page 29 of September 1998
CDXC Digest) is really worthwhile having.
It is beautifully made and presented and well
worth the money.
Bob doesn't hang around once he has your
paperwork. It took just 8 days from his
getting my application to it arriving.
He told me that I am the first G to obtain the
award, it being number 12.
73, George.

From Phil, G4OBK
Whilst taking a holiday in SV5 this year

where I operated under the CEPT
arrangements, I was fortunate to meet Nikos
SV5TH (who is now a member of CDXC).
Whilst chatting I discovered that Nikos was
the organiser of the J45T multi-multi team
that took part in CQWW CW and that, in
1997, they had been short of operators with
the score suffering as a result. Nikos offered
me the chance to take charge of the 28MHz
band in 1998. All I need take is my keyer
paddle and phones. Either a Kenwood
TS930S or 940S is being provided and,
hopefully, I will have extra power from a
Yaesu FL-2100Z which should give me a
comfortable 400w on 10m. A 4-element
single-band quad and Slim Jim (that's novel
on I Om) has also been promised. My xyl and
I leave Heathrow on Tuesday 24 0' November
to assist in setting up the stations. I hope to
work many CDXC members and would
appreciate being spotted on DX Cluster as
often as possible. We have two operators on
each band 80-15m, with a single operator
each looking after 10m and 160m. We will
also have dedicated receiving antennas for
80m and 160m.

PENALLT TROPHY
The Penallt Trophy, in memory of Allan

From John G2FSR

Phillips, GWOBIC, is awarded to the CDXC
member who works the most DXCC entities
on the 1.8, 3.5 and 7MHz bands during the
calendar month of January each year. Each
DXCC entity is counted once only,
regardless of how many bands or how many
modes that entity is worked on. No QSL
cards are required, but in the event of a
dispute the CDXC Committee may request a
photocopy or print-out of applicants' logs.
There is no minimum number of entities
worked in order to qualify; all CDXC
members are encouraged to submit a list of
all DXCC entities they have worked on the
three 'low bands' during the month of
January. Send a list containing: DXCC
entity, Callsign, Date, Time, Band and Mode
to Bill Moorwood G3CAQ. by 28 February.
Please list each DXCC entity only once.

I think the CDXC Digest is very good. It is
interesting to know what others are doing
and stimulates one to have a go!
Was pleased to hear and work SV2ASP/P
Mt. Athos a few weeks back. Having been
out of the scene for so long, was the first
ever heard. Happily he has already replied
with a QSL.
73 John
(tnx for the kind remarks, John, and also for
article about your
interesting
the
experiences in the Far East - ed.)

Nice to Know
From: Tack Kumagai <jelcka@nal.go.ip>
Subject: [CQ-Contest] Ped v5. lOa is now available @jzap.com
New Ped(v5.10a) is now available at the following URL.
v5.10 english manual had some incorrect key-instructions and it was revised on v5.10a.
ped510a.zip (PED.EXE,PED.JPN,PED.TXT,PED.CFG)
http://jzap.com/jelcka/contest/index.html
English manual pedman.eng http://jzap.com/jelcka/contest/pedman.eng If you have no way to
retrieve them from the Web, use info-server instead.
@atim.1,gcu'g> with the following message in the body
Please send an email to <info-contestr
#get pedv5.uu Uuencoded ped510a.zip will be sent back to you.
Tack Kumagai JE1CKA/KHOAM
Internet: jelcka@izap.com

TEL:81-30-066-6408, FAX: not available
http://jzap.com/jelcka/

DXers. Professionally, he was a Radio
Officer in the Malaysian Navy in his early
years, but now runs his own family
shipping/freight business. He was licensed in
1956 and has an impressive array of vintage
and modern equipment. I was particularly
impressed by the sight of his AR88, Collins
51J4 and HR05 receivers. Eshee is the
regional representative for the Malaysian
Amateur Radio Transmitters Society and
was an early member during the days of its
formation during the British presence. He is
a competent CW and Voice operator, and
runs the 2m BBS Packet node for Penang.
He has also organised and adjudicated the
annual contests for the SEANET
organisation for many years. He was a key
member of the 1993 9MOS DXpedition to
the Spratly Islands.

executive brief case concealing the famous
"pop-up" travelling Yaesu IOTA rig. The
hotel staff would be impressed. (They would
suspect that the brief case contained dollar
bills in small denominations, suitable for
tips? ) The uniformed servants would hold
the antenna masts in position during
operations from the lawn. Neville would
politely ask if the dipole could be repositioned above the swimming pool after
dark etc.? Yes, RASA SAYANG definitely
rang a bell. This man certainly had amazing
style.
I wondered if he had left a QSL on the
Lobby notice board? It may still be there?
Not many people know of this distinctive
trade mark of Neville's operations. It
reminded me of his private anguish in the
Spratly Islands, when he confided that he did
not have a spare QSL card to leave on the
Layang Layang Resort notice board.
Determined to leave his personal "marque"
on the place, he rather shyly nailed a pair of
his sports socks to the lobby notice board. I
must say some DXpedition members were
rather "stunned" by this gesture, but to me it
"smacked" of the spirit of conquest. I
wondered whether to venture into the lobby
of the Rasa Sayang Hotel where I may find a
personal souvenir of this remarkable DXer.
However, my dear XYL was already striding
back to our hotel in the gathering darkness. I
thought it would be best to follow her.

During our visit to Eshee's station it was
time for the Thailand/Malaysia 40 metre
nightly net, and I was able to utilise my
9M20M licence to QSO Zainal 9M2ZA in
KL, and Dolly HS7CMJ in Kanchanaburi (so
it was not quite a NODXP?)
Being Friday evening we were invited to the
weekly meeting of the "Kopi-0 gang" Lim
9M2LC kindly transported us to the
meeting. To our relief this was not a meeting
of a local MAFIA group, but the Penang
MARTS coffee shop meeting. We had the
pleasure of meeting many old and new
Penang amateurs whilst sipping the local
black coffee (Kopi- 0)! The lively
discussions at the meeting indicated a
healthy and thriving amateur community on
the Island.

The following dawn brought me back to
reality. We visited Eshee 9M2FK at this
waterfront QTH in Georgetown. Eshee is
probably the most famous of the Penang

EMC I PLANNING - NEVER SAY DIE III!

425 DX NEWS WEB SITE
The site has been entirely restyled and now it can be found at the new URL
http://www.425dxn.org
There are two separate mailing lists for automatic subscription to the bulletin in its two versions
(English and Italian).

supporting two Yagi antennas with a
maximum boom length of 5m and awaiting
the results of field strength tests conducted
by RA Baldock. This could have resulted in
a Notice of Variation to restrict power or
frequency being applied to my licence. This

Readers will recall earlier articles regarding
the trials and tribulations of setting up my
station at a new QTH. Here is the 3rd part.
Part 2 ended with planning permission being
granted for a 12.2m high Tennamast

10
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coconut trees had provided good supports
for antennae on Koh Samui
(AS101/E28DX). However, we may need to
find someone who could climb up and attach
halyards occasionally. Despite holding an
amateur radio licence herself my XYL is not
always sympathetic to these kind of
thoughts, and gave me a disapproving look.

ahead, formed by a rocky promontory.
Surprisingly, on our right a huge vista
unfolded. It was awe-inspiring, exotic,
magical and beautiful. It was a sort of
complex of buildings, gardens, huge trees
and lakes in a mixture of Oriental and
Colonial styles. We could see servants and
guards dressed in traditional oriental
uniforms, some waiving fans and palm leaves
to cool down "the incumbents". This seemed
to be a palace, perhaps belonging to a
Malaysian state "King or Tunlcu".

We moved on. Lawan then pointed to some
huge pine trees fronting the beach. They
must have been at least 80 ft high. Through
the branches I could read the words "Lone
Pine Hotel". Wow!, I suddenly realised this
is where Risto OH3UU had operated from
only a few months previously. We had
helped him apply for his temporary licence in
Kuala Lumpur. He had described how he
had threaded his long-wire antenna through
the pines in and Email. Now I could see it in
real life. As a Finn, he must have felt
completely at home working DX amongst
the pines? Lawan did not seem impressed!

Some people were playing croquet on the
lawn. A group of old gentlemen standing by
the lawn appeared to be sipping port as they
watched the game. There was an animal
being roasted on a huge spit by two
uniformed servants. Some children were on
horseback performing a sort of "dressage".
They were being applauded by a large group
of ladies in full evening dress.
Looking deeper into the vista, I could see
many buildings, luxuriously decorated and
saw there were many people sitting on
balconies. I saw a small cluster of shops, one
with the sign "British India" on it? This
cannot be a palace, I thought. Yet, surely
this cannot be a modern day hotel, exhibiting
such extravagant luxury? What kind of
person apart from royalty, presidents,
aristocrats, multimillionaire business
tycoons, lottery winners etc. could afford to
stay at a place like this?

We moved on. Through a gap in the trees
we suddenly saw a huge high-rise building
perched on the hill-side which forms the
back-drop to Batu Ferringhi. It was a
striking sight, illuminated bright orange by
the setting sun, against the dark green of the
forest. It seemed to be a hotel with a flat
roof and I thought "what a superb take-off
to the North". Lawan noticed that the sign
read "Ferringhi Beach Hotel". Blow me!
This is the place that Steve G4JVG operated
in 1996. Would you believe it? He had his
Butternet HF6V on top of that roof. No
wonder he returned to the UK without a sun
tan? Lawan gave me another sideways
glance.

We searched to find a clue as to the identity
of this exotic spectacle. We eventually found
a sign, which read "Shangri-La Rasa Sayang
Hotel". I quickly translated this for Lawan as
"A Paradise Love Nest". Lawan smiled and
said "that's nice".
I thought - "thank
goodness, I'm back in favour".
This
certainly is a "five star" love nest?

We strolled on, and I tried to redress the
balance in conversation by mentioning such
things as: the beautiful shape of certain
beach stones, the unusually large daimeter of
crab-holes in the sand, and the intrusion of
jelly fish into the beach swimming areas. I
struck a particularly resonant chord when I
pointed to two sea-birds doing a kind of
"love dance".

Then
it began to dawn on me.
Could it be true? FIVE STAR DX!! Could
this be the place where the world's leading
exponent of FIVE STAR DXing mounted
one of his gold-tinted Malaysian IOTA
operations? Yes! I could imagine it. Neville
G3NUG arriving with his over-size

We could now see the end of the beach
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3B7RF DXpedition Report
Compiled from contributions by participants by Urs Hadorn, HB9ABO

How everything began
Furthermore, we were not interested in
doing any DX list operations.

Prologue by Karl, HB9JA1:

Planning and preparations

"Ten years ago I visited Mauritius for the
first lime. The beauty of the island and its
friendly multi-cultural inhabitants left me
with delightful imaginations and
reminiscences. In 1996 I resumed my former
links with the intention to celebrate my 75th
anniversary and 50 years of ham activity in
a special way: I was thinking about an
expedition to the St. Brandon Islands!"

First we established a budget and looked for
prospective sponsors. After mid-1997 the
group started with logistical and technical
planning. In September 1997 Karl was in
Mauritius for three weeks to get the licence
and to charter a ship. This was a difficult
venture yet, by the time he returned to
Switzerland, he had obtained written
permission for a landing at Raphael island in
St. Brandon and a verbal promise from the
Mauritius Telecomms Authority for a 3B7
ham licence! That's how preparations began.
Over the course of the next 6 months they
spun up to high revs!

How the team was formed
Because an radio amateur licence for 3B7
had never before been issued (except to local
operators such as Jacky, 3B8CF), Karl put
together plans and a team to operate from
St. Brandon. First he contacted members of
HB9RF, his local amateur radio club in Zug.
Hanspeter, HB9BXE, Joe, HB9AJW, Rene,
HB9BQI, Christine, HB9BQW and Eric,.
HB9ADP all expressed an interest in being
crew members on such a DXpedition. In
Dayton he invited George, K5KG, to
participate. Later Willy, HB9AHL, Kurt,
HB9AFI, Urs, HB9ABO, Hugo, HB9AFH,
Yuuji, JA3IG, Walter, W7SE and Jacky,
3B8CF joined the crew.

In only four crew meetings - most of them
without the foreign operators present - the
group coordinated the individual
preparations. The main means of
communication was electronic mail. In
addition, several sub-committee meetings
took place at various times and, of course,
there were plenty of phone conversations
and fax messages. Fortunately, we did not
keep track of the telephone bills!
Nothing was left to Murphy's law; all
equipment was tested extensively and
thoroughly beforehand. A "Field Day" was
organised to evaluate masts and tune
antennas. Later, on St. Brandon, the wellco-ordinated team did not encounter many
surprises.

Our goals
We wanted to give as many radio amateurs
as possible the opportunity to make a
contact with 3B7 while giving equal
consideration to countries, continents and
operating modes. Our goal was to make
40,000 QSOs. Although we wanted to have
a friendly and congenial operating style, we
were prepared to defend ourselves against
interferers (policemen) and breakers.

In the final phase starting in mid April,
preparation work seemed to increase
exponentially. Each crew member was
occupied almost exclusively by 3B7
11

shipping of electronics, did a superb job
preparing the international customs
documentation. This proved to be invaluable
once in Mauritius. The large volume of gear
- some 900 kg and 35 cartons - had to clear
customs, not only out from and back into
Switzerland, but into and out from Mauritius
twice for the trans-shipment to St. Brandon.
Karl and Eric definitely earned Gold Stars
for their efforts.

preparations. Family and professional
obligations seemed to take a back seat to
3B7 efforts. Packing and testing of all
transceivers and power amplifiers and the
partial assembly, tuning and labelling of all
antennas and cables was hard work that paid
large dividends once on St. Brandon.
The final step in the departure was
transportation of the hardware to the Zurich
airport and customs clearance. Karl and
Eric, both experienced in international

Sequence of events and journey
DXpedifion facts and figures

collector, asked for a set of overprinted
BMA Borneo stamps! These were taken
home for him, and he treated me to a lunch
in London. With us was another old-timer,
Charles G2AK.

legitimate contacts were confirmed - 1 had
kept accurate logs. So ended an exciting
period in my life as a licensed amateur,
bearing in mind that my pre-war call of
2FSR did not permit full-scale operation.

One of the highlights was a contact with
Arthur Milne, G2MI, who was able to
telephone my parents and relay my voice to
them. Conditions must have been good! Not
all that number of years ago, working Arthur
on 80 metres, I reminded him of this, and he
remembered it well. Mr. QSL Bureau for so
many years.

Setting up yet another B2 almost
immediately - how I wish I had it still - who
was my first QSO? Yes, you've guessed,
G6ZO.
I hope this has not been too boring. It is
something I have been meaning to do for
some time.

On return to the UK in October 1946,
hundreds of requests for QSLs awaited. All

Time references: Local time
2.5.98

1915

QTN Zurich

3.5.98

0920

QAL Mauritius after a ll'A hour flight

1100

Customs clearance at airport

1600

Test of Satellite phone lnmarsat-M: OK

0900

Loading of Umbrina II with equipment, food and supplies

1215

QTO Port Louis

5.5.98

1730

Anchor off Raphael. Unloading of equipment and pitching of personal
tents (in darkness)

6.5.98

0900

Unloading the rest of equipment from vessel

4.5.98

Installation of infrastructure and CW antennas

7.5.98

1200

Installation of telegraphy tent and CW station

1852

1st QSO: HA5ZM on 15 m.

2000

1st QSO via Inmarsat M. (phone and data)

0850

Generator failure!

1000

Official start of CW operations
Assembly of the SSB station

1550

1st SSB QSO: IT9ESW on 20 m

8.5.98

All stations fully operational.

9.5.98

QRV in RTTY and Pactor. QSO with 3B8/DL1MHM, 3B8GF and
HB9AK mailboxes

12.5.98

Joe teaches us Plusterm for RTTY traffic

13.5.98

1300

Excursion to the neighbouring island of Puits a Eau
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A NON-OPERATIONAL DXPEDITION (NODXP) TO PENANG ISLAND
AS015
by G3NOM
Malaysia, including the 9MOC group, and
may yearn sentimentally for some news or
mention of this far off, far East, IOTA-rich
DX land?

Towards the end of August 1998, whilst
staying in Thailand as HSO/G3NOM, I
realised that I needed to travel to Penang,
Malaysia on some private business. As an
avid DX activist, who spends too much time
dreaming about DX Peditions, this pending
journey soon became the platform for a
potential IOTA operation. Several days were
spent studying the prospect and swapping
notes with other 9M2 DX activators but alas
domestic pressures eventually overwhelmed
me, and I had to abandon plans for a serious
IOTA operation.

The first pangs of DX nostalgia struck me at
a rather inappropriate time. We were staying
at a hotel on the famous Batu Ferringhi
paradise beach on the North coast of Penang
Island. My XYL, Lawan E21UHL, had
noticed early signs of a beautiful sunset on
the horizon, coupled to the presence of a
partial moon, already visible before nightfall.
Even with my limited experience of these
matters, I knew these signs usually indicated
a "high probability" of romantic expectation
in the mind of the fairer sex. She indicated
that I had a duty to escort her along the
beach before dinner. I forced a smile as I
realised I would have to put down my
CDXC magazine and wait to learn the fate
of G3RTE and G3SWH, who had just
shamefully skulked off to bed after blowing
Madame Fouquet's fuses on the Ile de Sein!

At this stage the special breed of seasoned,
predatory, ruthless CDXC DXers are
probably thinking - "OK, but why the heck
write about it"? Well this is a fair
question. First of all I decided to travel by
sleeper train with my XYL from Bangkok to
Penang/Butterworth and therefore had
plenty of time to write about it! Secondly, I
had time to thoroughly read and enjoy my
recent CDXC magazines and felt that I
ought to contribute something myself,
especially as a new editor might possibly be
looking for material. Thirdly, several notable
CDXCers have had love-affairs with

It was quite pleasant strolling down the
beach. My XYL noticed a coconut tree that
she thought would be suitable for our
garden. I of course agreed, mentioning that
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Hallicrafters - subsequently available on the
UK surplus market, but much too big for
law-abiding amateur in Britain!

receiver was also tampered with, and some
signals appeared, much to my amazement.
The first QSO was with the late Jim Kirk
G6ZO, who at the time was serving in Italy.
I think his call was XACP. Another was
G8UA. What a great pity all the logs of that
time were not kept! It must have been a
peak in the sunspot cycle at the time, so flea
power was quite effective.

In addition to these US operators, a number
of Australians came on and, from Europe,
others too, with disguised callsigns. Those
were indeed heady days. For some obscure
reason I chose to use the call VK9AB. This
was an unfortunate choice as it belonged to
the commercial broadcast outlet in Port
Moresby, so it was changed to VK8 (or was
it VK5, which previously covered the
Northern Territories). After a few weeks of
this, since I and a few others were
considered redundant, we were told there
was work for us in, of all places, North
Borneo or, to be precise, Labuan Island. The
RAAF flew us there in a Liberator aircraft,
arriving late one afternoon. A quick
inspection revealed a complete RCA set-up.
What was essentially two trucks, one
housing a pair of ET4336 transmitters (pair
of 813 in the final) and the other, two RCA
AR88 receivers, along with audio facilities,
allowing amplitude modulation.

Yet another move. This time to a rather
more organised affair. Part of my job called
for servicing the AR88 receivers which did
not seem to fare too well in the high
humidity. Plenty of spares though, and this
gave me the idea of building from scratch a
complete transmitter. This must have been
early 1946 and I obtained from the now
functioning Posts and Telegraphs
department a licence! On leaving England in
1944 I must have taken with me a copy of
the "Radio" handbook, for it was from there
that a circuit was found. A primitive form of
modulation was used - cathode mod - and
the whole thing housed in a plywood rack. I
probably ended up with 100W with a single
813 in the final. The main thing was that it
worked! No-one seemed to know whether
the call should be VS4 or VS5. When QSLs
were sent out I believe it was VS5.

That same evening, since it was not being
used for anything, oft' I went. This time on
"phone", my call being VS4JH. There
seemed to be a lot of activity, including the
afore-mentioned Pacific islands, Australia,
and two well-known pre-war amateurs from
Hong Kong, Pat O'Brien VS6AE and John
Alveres VS6AG (later CR9AG), both of
whom I later met in Hong Kong in civilian
life. All was going well until one night a loud
Australian voice, from Melbourne I believe,
told us all, not too politely, to close down,
the band being used by various military.

As soon as the day's work was over, VS5JH
came on the air. The W6/7 soon got used to
my operating habits and, on switching on,
there they were, calling on spec. This was all
crystal controlled at my end.

As it happened, this coincided with a move
to another part of this small island. This time
equipment was thin on the ground. There
were a few strange transmitters, fired by
unreliable power packs which were always
breaking down. However, I did happen to
have a B2 transmitter/receiver. Had 28MHz
been released by then? I forget, likely, for
this is the band used. By using a suitable
crystal, trebling it, and rewinding an output
coil, a small amount of RF appeared. The
as

14.5.98 0400
1300

RTTY day during 24 h with FT-920, VL-1000 PA and Cushcrafl X 7
Excursion to Coco Island
-

15.5.98

Photographer's day

16.5.98 0800

Tests with Two-operator setup on 15 m CW till 1200

1200

QRT of SSB station

1300

Dismantling of the SSB station

17.5.98 1200

QRT. Last QSOs: OM3KEE on 24 MHz and SP2HOU on 28 MHz.
Total of 53,518 QSOs vs. Goal of 40'000!

1300

Dismantling of the CW stations

1730

Loading generator and antennas on the ship

18.5.98 0500

Reveille. Disassembly of camp and embarcation

1045

Lifted anchor, QTO Raphael

1500

Returning due to high seas and high winds

1700

Anchoring in lee-side of the Ile du Sud at 16°48.64' S/59°30.73' E

19.5.98

During the night QNT up to 55 knots. QFZ unchanged, staying anchored
the whole day
HB9ADP repairs the ship's HF transceiver

20.5.98

QAM: better.
0900

QTO from ile du Sud. QRE Port Louis: 21.5. 10 o'clock.

21.5.98

1100

QTP Port Louis.

22.5.98

0700

Offloading equipment, transport to the airport, customs clearing
1830
23.5.98 0940
1920

Small Mauritius sightseeing trip after an extended night's rest
Official farewell party at the Labourdonnais Hotel
QTN Mauritius.
QAL Zurich

I suppose there was a mini pile-up, but
nothing in comparison to today's operations.
There were comparatively few on for a start,
and everyone was very polite. Morse speeds
were much slower, all using proper Morse
keys, with the odd "bug" key. The antenna
was a dipole, co-ax fed, and it all worked
surprisingly well.

A short Q code for DXpeditions:

Naturally, the main interest was working
back to the UK. Most of those that come to
mind have long been Silent Keys. A big
signal from G6RH, Jim Kirk again, now as
G6ZO, and Peter G2PL. Another was John
Clarricoats of RSGB repute who, as a stamp

Friday, May 2nd, 19.15 at Zurich: The Air
Mauritius plane lifts off. The moment, when
the expedition really starts, is here! All feel
relief. Albert, HB9DEV, president of our
club station and our pilot, Albert, 11B9BGN,
were at the airport to bid farewell. They are

QAL: Landing, QAM: weather report, QFZ: weather forecast, QNT: maximum gust speed, QRE:
estimated time of arrival, QRT: stop transmission, QSO: radio communication, QTN . departure,
QTO: leaving port QTP entering port.
Travel report

pleased as we are to have the licence with
the callsign 3B7RF with reference to our
club call, HB9RF. Many Swiss radio
amateurs were excited by this project and
showed us their solidarity and support.

We have lift off?
-

Air Mauritius, one of our sponsors, makes a
very good impression on us. The menu looks
promising, and the meals and wine make the
eleven-hour night flight pleasant.
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Before we went for dinner at the waterfront,
Karl conducted a briefing with the crew,
which was also attended by Patrick, 3B8GF,
and Michael, 3B8/DL1MHM.

Mauritius
Mauritius welcomes us with humid and
warm air, wind and clouds. We meet Karl,
HB9JAI, and Rene, 1-1139BQI, and George,
K5KG, who came here one week ahead of
us with 500 kg of freight to make logistical
preparations. With them is Jacky, 3B7CF,
and Nasir Gopaul formerly of the Outer
Islands Development Corporation, OIDC,
the government authority responsible for St.
Brandon, Rodrigues and Agalega. Nasir has
identified himself with our project to such a
degree that he decided to come with us to
3B7! We greatly underestimated the help of
these two Mauritian gentlemen. Their
assistance and friendship proved to be
among our greatest assets. The
comprehensive support provided to us by
Main Langlois, the managing director of
Raphael Fishing Co. (to whom "our"
Raphael Island belongs) proved to be a very
valuable asset as well.

In rough seas
Monday morning, May 4th, we loaded the
Umbrina // at the pier in Port Louis. Radio
equipment and food were stowed on the
lower deck and the pvc tubing containing the
antennas and the generators were put on the
upper deck. All gear was securely lashed
down for the expected rough seas, a move
that paid off handsomely. Kitchen
equipment, food and water, procured by the
advance team in Mauritius, were also stowed
on the lower deck. The last items of fresh
food, procured that morning, were also
stowed below.
At 12.15 we left the solitude and security of
Mauritius with 470 km are ahead of us to
Raphael Island. We ate some pre-cooked
food. It was only after we left the shield of
Mauritius and as we entered the rough sea,
that we remark that we should have avoided
this somehow hardly digestible meal. First, it
was nice to sit on the bow; however, we
later retired to the upper deck. After we
received sea water showers even there, we
proceed quickly into the saloon on the main
deck.

A van takes us to the St. George's Hotel in
Port Louis, the capital city of Mauritius
some 45 km from the airport. In the
meantime, Karl settles customs clearing for
our 900 kg freight. All in all, the shipment
consisted of antennas, masts, transceivers,
power amplifiers, tools, cables, two Diesel
generators, sleeping tents, station tents and
camping toilets with their tents.
After hotel check-in, the group went
sightseeing to the beautiful, newly built
Caudan Waterfront development at the
harbour in Port Louis. It was here that we
got our first look at the Umbrina li, the
vessel that we would get to know all too
well in the weeks ahead. Because it's
Sunday, we could not load our three tons of
goods. The Umbrina II gave us a good
impression, however. She is an old but noble
lady. A kind of cruising yacht with a length
of about 30 m and two 250 HP Diesel
engines. (Built 1935 in Glasgow,
reconstructed 1955). There is sufficient
stowing room, modern navigation aids and
an experienced crew of four (captain,
engineer, mechanic and sailor) who gave us
confidence in the venture ahead.

During the night the seas grew to six and
seven metres. The ups and downs and heavy
heel-overs were ceaseless. We were doing
10 knots, and three-quarters of those aboard
were seasick. There was no change until
after 30 hours of rolling we reached quieter
waters as we entered into the lee side of the
St. Brandon archipelago.
At 17.30 we anchored off Raphael Island.
Immediately the equipment was transferred
into small boats with outboard engines,
which are used to make the remaining 500 m
to the flat sand shore. The fishermen who
are on the island helped us to offload the
boats and bring part of the goods ashore.
We erected our sleeping tents in darkness
(after 18 hours local time) and stowed away
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down because he did not like the noise
caused by the RAF from the camp. I could
not recognise the building, the front had
been bricked up, but mainly because there
seemed no room in front of the house to
carry on the village game of tossing a
horseshoe over a metal stake. We jointly
deduced that the old dirt road had been
widened slightly when surfaced, also a hedge
had grown on the far side of what had been a
15ft road, hiding ground previously owned
by the pub. The other village pub game was
dominoes and, incidentally, the beer was
carried up from the cellar in a jug.

the Transmitting Hall in the right front
corner, and two of the four wood lattice
masts still standing. Treading carefully
through the normal farmyard obstacles I
surveyed the site. A large barn occupies the
area between the Hall and the road, the wing
for the domestic quarters and the "lean-to"
generator house had been demolished. A
small duck pond which had been located to
the left front of the building had disappeared.
I remember one of my escapades with the
SWO, when foolishly we decided to refill the
pool using the fire hose. Unknown to us this
had been done before by previous staff at the
transmitting station. Turning on the fire hose
caused a huge drop of the water pressure on
the village supply and they promptly
complained to the SWO. Fortunately I had
already informed the Signals Officer about
the low pressure on the fire hose before the
SWO arrived on the war path.

I joined this unit after spending three months
of a very cold winter at a rather run-down
station, RAF Desborough, following my
return from India. Signals Officer at
Dishforth at that time was F/O Rance
G3WL. I remember clearly being ferried to
the site by him in a small truck. As I entered
the building a number of senior NCOs filed
out. Apparently they had all been
incarcerated there because none would
volunteer to live on site. Many tourists visit
the village, particularly ex-Land Army girls
from many overseas countries, calling to see
the present farmer's late father and
grandfather who had been their wartime
employers.

After taking a few pictures we carried on
about a mile to where, at a ford in a little
river, "All Services" used to bathe in that hot
summer of 1947. Afterwards we returned to
Norton le Clay to find the lost Pub. This, we
were informed by a young farmer, is now
known as Three Horseshoes Cottage, and is
next door to the farm house. It was bought
by his grandfather in the 1950s and closed

LABUAN
John Hunt, G2FSR

had been the pre-war 14MHz band. The
receiving and transmitting sites were
separated by a mile or two, and at the far
end was Jeff, pre-war VK3VC. He quickly
set up a large transmitter on a suitable
frequency and away we went.

At the time of the surrender of Japan in 1945
I was in Darwin, North Australia. Quite a
large radio station had been set up to handle
clandestine operations in the islands
immediately to the north. As it turned out, it
was a bit late in the day, and my role was
more a less a "listening watch" just in case!

After a few days of fruitlessly calling CQ (or
was it TEST ? as that had been the pre-war
way) one by one the islands of the Pacific
came on, Guam, the Marshall Islands, Wake,
in fact just about everywhere there happened
to be another pre-war amateur with the same
idea! Mostly they were using their standard
equipment which was a BC610 by

While not wishing to lay claim to being the
very first post-war amateur radio station, I
was certainly one of them, all of us pirates,
since it would be a while before
authorisation was given. Anyway, since we
had a lot of equipment doing nothing, it
seemed a good idea to put it to use on what
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All operators arrived home without incident
and returned to their normal lifestyles. For
Bob and I, we would prepare to answer
QSL's that had already started to arrive
before we reached home. Also for me I will
be looking forward to the arrival of our
equipment crate in the near future, then the
return of all the equipment to those who
provided it.

DX Association, The Central AZ DX
Association, the Bay Area Wireless
Association and The Northern Ohio DX
Association. A special thanks to the many
individuals who sent personal donations.
Without the assistance of these organizations
and individuals this operation would not
have been as successful as we feel it was.
A special thanks is passed to Don
Greenbaum, NIDG, who spent many hours
on the website home page and during the
operation on the log check feature. Don
also spent many hours on the page not only
while we were on the atoll but also a number
of months prior to our departure.

We would like to thank the following for
equipment: ICOM, HRO, HyGain,
Cushcraft, The Radio Works, The Battle
Creek Group, PATCOMM, Aurum
Telemedia, Heil, QRO, Astron, Nextel,
Alpha Delta, Dunstar, DX4WIN, MFJ,
Svetlana, W4MYA, AA1V, NI6T, Shasta
DX Club, WFIB, WX9X, W9SF, ZS6EZ
and Leiberman Radio Supply. For financial
assistance we thank NCDXF, INDEXA,
RSGB/Chiltern, The German DX
Foundation, The Danish DX Group, The
Midway-Kure DX Association, EUDXF,
The Northeast WI DX Association, The
M/M Amateur Radio Club, The Salt City
DX Association, The 599 DX Report, The
Western NY DX Association, The Arkansas

We hope all those who needed North Cook
were able to make a contact. Our efforts
were guided by the voices we spoke with
those 6 1/2 days we were on the air.
QSL to Robert Pond WA4YBV, 9 River
Cove, Portsmouth, VA 23703.
73 Tom N4XP ex K8XP AL7EL
AL7EL/KH9 V7/AL7EL

A JOURNEY NORTH & A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE
Bill Moorwood G3CAQ, ex-VU2AQ

Readers will probably have already read
reports of the Northern Dinner held at the
Majestic Hotel, Harrogate on September
19th, a real nice evening, and many thanks
are due to David Whitaker for the
arrangements. Accommodation was good, as
was to be expected in this old and spacious
hotel, the food was also excellent.

deserted. Then we tried to find the old
transmitting station at the nearby village of
Norton le Clay. This presented a little
problem due to the road alterations that have
taken place since the end of WW2. In
several cases two, and at one spot three,
roads running parallel! Finally, after getting
trapped up a dead-end lane, we were given
precise instructions by members of the local
Rugby Club. "What, so you're after your old
Wireless Station, then" said one.

On Sunday we travelled farther north to
Ripon, to locate my final service unit, RAF
Dishforth. The camp and airfield are now in
a bit of a backwater, well off the numerous
"main roads", a little different to what I
remember from 1947. The entrance, indeed
all of the buildings including the muchenlarged married quarter sites, were
immaculate, although they did appear a little

We breezed through the village of Norton le
Clay, all of eight houses, including a farm
house and a little Chapel. No sign of the
Village Pub though. Finally, a few hundred
yards on we came onto the transmitter site.
A field of about 3 acres, with the remains of
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our personal luggage. We had finally reached
our geographical destination.

At 15.50 Karl makes the first contact in
SSB: it's IT9ESW on 20 m.
The team was pleased that everything was
working according to plan. Prior to
commencing full operation of the four
stations, the crew took time out for a short
meeting to discuss the daily routine that
would continue for the next eleven days.

Bringing life to 3B7RF
Early the next day we erected the round CW
tent and installed the two telegraphy
stations. Concurrently the CW antennas
were assembled and erected on their 10
metre steel telescoping masts. Eric is the
radio equipment specialist; Kurt and Willy as
a team know all parts of the Cushcraft
Yagis, and Hugo and Urs erected the Battle
Creek Special.

Every day life on Raphael
During our spare time we try to sleep, go on
a photo walk or take a swim in the lagoon.
Low and high tides cause a difference in sea
level of just about 20 cm. But those who
soak their clothes in the sea have to be
prepared that high tide will carry their
laundry out to sea. Swimming in deep water
is not recommended due to the sharks. A
very easy walk around the island takes at
most half an hour.

At 18.52 Karl made the first QSO: HASZM
on 15 m. Another highlight! Then the CW
operators plunge into the pile-up, which will
last for the next eleven days around the
clock.
In the evening Joe placed the first-ever
telephone call from St. Brandon using the
Inmarsat satellite telephone. Each evening
we sent the logs of the day's operation via
Inmarsat to our head pilot, HB9BGN, who
relayed it to Gerry, W6TER, our North
American pilot, who prepared the files for
posting to the 3B7 and VE7TCP web sites in
Lucerne and British Columbia.

From Friday, May 8, all four stations are
fully operational. The pile-up is immense.
Our four stations log an average of 5,000 to
6,000 contacts each day. In the evening we
celebrate Joe's and Karl's birthdays with
white wine, cognac and dessert.
On Saturday, May 9, we go QRV in RTTY
and Pactor. Joe does the first Pactor contact
with 3B8/DLIMHM and 3B8GF in
Mauritius. Our signal seems to be rather
weak for RTTY in Europe without a linear.
Willy and Kurt erect the ninth antenna -- a
delta loop which gives us a remarkable
improvement on 40 m SSB over the 40 m
single element on the tribander. Electric fans
make the sauna-like heat in the operating
tents bearable. Sometimes the wind shakes
the tent so much that nothing can be heard in
the earphones. The bottle of drinking water,
like the keyer and microphone, is always
within reach of the operators.

For some it was apparently hard to wait a
whole day until their QSO was confirmed on
the Web.
On Thursday, May 7, the installation of the
SSB tent and the SSB stations was
completed. The Cushcraft X-7 antenna was
erected by our now well-trained crew. In
spite of its weight of 35 kgs, the X-7 was
quite stable atop a 7 m mast. The X-7 turned
out to be our best performing Yagi.
Suddenly there was no electricity in the CW
tent. George, K5KG, arrived at the darkened
CW tent at 4am to find Walter, W7SE,
sitting in the dark pondering what to do
about a failed generator. At that point it was
decided to wait for sunrise to commence
troubleshooting. The defective generator
was repaired in several hours by Hans-Peter
and Rene with the replacement of a rectifier
and fixing of a broken wire.

Sunday, May 10. Today the pile-up is more
dense because people have time to be on the
look out for us. Those who grasp our split
operating work us easily. We try to work
weak stations too. For that one often has to
ask the breakers to be quiet. After four
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the change. Little gifts such as whiskey and a
Swiss Army knife with our callsign engraved
move him almost to tears. The mood on the
island inspired our friend Nasir Gopaul to
write a romantic novel that, of course, was
woven with references to a group of ham
radio operators on an expedition. After the
speeches, our cook, Richard, surprises us
with a lively Sega performance — the island
music of Mauritius. Linley and Claude, other
fisherman, form a second to the singer by
drumming on empty jerrycans. (The basic
rhythm of Sega seems to be like
continuously sending the figure 4 in CW)

hours of concentrated work, relief is really
necessary.
As there is no map of the island, Urs does a
survey of the island by means of GPS
satellite navigation and a compass. The
compass deviation here is about 14° West.
Drinking water, brought here by ship is so
scarce that rain water is collected into
barrels. For personal hygiene, sea water has
proved to be sufficient. To clean our teeth
we use table water from the bottles and
before meals we afford ourselves the luxury
of washing the hands with cistern water.
On May 13 and 14 the off duty crew take an
excursion to the neighbouring islands.

Rough seas again

Friday, May 15. It's windy again. We
interrupt operations in the afternoon for a
photo session in front of the "flag pole"
antenna. This photo session is unavoidable in
spite of excellent propagation at the moment
and a huge pile-up that just had to wait. At
times it seems that our behaviour is out of
whack with our reason for being here!

Monday we wake up at five. Dismantling of
personal gear and once again embarking on
Umbrina II. On the ship we hear bad news:
Due to bad weather we are unable to start
our trip back. After some discussions it is
decided to go to the Ile du Sud, the
southernmost island of the archipelago. No
problems on the two hour trip there because
we are on the leeward side of the reefs.
Captain Pierre continued for a few miles into
the open sea, but had to return due to high
seas and strong gusts. Twice we were hit by
a so-called double wave, which made the
vessel roll as much as 40 degrees! Therefore
we throw the anchors west of the Ile du Sud
and stay over night.

Saturday, May 16, SSB operation continues
till 12.00. The demand for the YL is such
that Christine is at the microphone from four
o'clock in the morning until QRT. In
addition to their official duties, the staff of
the meteo station as well as the coast guard
are occupied daily with fishing. We watched
the meteo officers pull out a one-metre
shark. The bait was an octopus. The Raphael
fishermen had such a bonanza fishing during
our stay that they had difficulty finding
where to lay out their catch to dry it in the
sun after drawing and salting.

Good bye Raphael

The next morning at 07.30 we receive the
latest weather report. Last night there were
gusts up to 55 knots i.e. almost 100 km/h. A
high pressure area to the south and a
perturbation line in our vicinity are the
reason for this strong wind. The weather
hasn't changed since yesterday!

The last dinner is a celebration. We have as
our guests the kitchen crew of the fishermen
and the meteo officers. Karl inaugurates the
little ceremony with a speech about our
successful efforts, i.e. about his dream
coming true, about the good team spirit,
about the kindness of the Raphael Fishing
Co. Linley, head of the fishermen, in turn is
thanking our team; he and his mates enjoyed

"Bad weather" in this context means:
sunshine, slightly cloudy, temperature
around 28°C - but strong wind that blows
apart the white crests of the high seas even
within the reef. Eric and helpers repair the
ship's onboard Raytheon HF transceiver
with lots of improvisation. A defective
inverter within an integrated circuit is
replaced by transistor scavenged from an old
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uncomfortable but fun. Our arrival at the
gate was quick and we passed Customs
without a delay. We gathered for one last
exchange and group photo at the front door
of the international terminal of LAX before
wishing each other good luck on the
remainder of the travel home and went our
separate ways. For Rick and myself it was
another long wait for a flight to Atlanta that
night while WA4YBV would depart also late
that night for Dulles, N7RO and N6MZ
would be home later that afternoon, Chris
was picked up by a local ham he would visit
with for several days and KI6AN was also
picked up by a relative who lived in the area.
Rick and I shuttled to the Delta terminal and
made our way to the gate arriving about
4PM.

Several of us rented motor bikes for Monday
and departed for an island tour. In and out
of rain showers we travelled the circle road
and also went into the mountains to view a
water fall. The day was relaxing but passed
slowly. We were all ready to head for home.
Late in the afternoon we turned in the
mopeds and returned to our rooms to
prepare for departure that night.
Our departure was scheduled for 10PM and
we had been told to gather in the lobby at
8PM. As we arrived I noticed many long
faces and questioned why the sad looks.
The desk clerk had just made an
announcement the Air New Zealand flight
had a problem and had turned back for
Auckland. They were unsure if the flight
would actually take place now and we were
told to stand by. By 10PM we were getting
rather "itchy" and were ready to "do
something". Soon the telephone rang and it
was Air New Zealand telling the clerk the
plane would be in but not until 1:30 AM
local time. We were sent back to our rooms
where we rested. At roughly 12:30 AM we
gathered in the lobby and then boarded a bus
for the airport. The airport was busy with
activity as we checked in, proceeded through
the departure area and headed for the
waiting area. The jumbo arrived, again
taking every foot of runway and unloaded.
We observed many individuals apparently
arriving for a vacation. Soon we were
allowed to board and we settled in for
another long plane ride. That leg of the
journey was without problems as the 747
winged towards Hawaii. We arrived in the
middle of the afternoon to a typical sunny
day and no "flies"! What a relief. Our
layover in KH6 was about an hour and we
soon boarded the aircraft again, this time for
Los Angeles. That segment of the flight was
also without any difficulties and our trip was
fast coming to an end as a group.

Its also funny how other things happen in
our lives. As Rick and I sat at the Delta gate
I noticed an individual arrive and start to
make himself comfortable. He was big and
strapping and certainly looked like someone
who would enjoy our great hobby! Without
trying to attract attention I wondered where
I knew this person from. All of a sudden I
told Rick, "that's ZD8Z (N6TJ) over there"!
Rick's response was "you're kidding!".
Rick walked in the direction of this person
and came back and said "he has a QST in his
brief case", then approached him and
introduced himself. Right away we saw a
big grin on Jim's face. I then introduced
myself while Rick explained we were
returning from North Cook. For about an
hour we chatted and had a nice
conversation. Jim was on his way back to
ZD8 for work and would travel to Atlanta
with us on the same flight.
We flew all night and arrived on time at
about 5 AM eastern time. I was almost
home while Rick would connect with a flight
to Charlotte with arrival at about 7 AM. I
went to the gate with Rick and said good
bye, then departed the terminal to look for
my XYL who had driven from our QTH of
Athens, Georgia almost 100 miles north of
the city. After she picked me up we headed
north for home. It was over!

As we approached Los Angeles all of us
were ready to head for "home". It had
been a trip several of us had not experienced
the likes of before. Enjoyable and at the
some time taxing physically, hot and often
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At that point the Dateline DX Association
presented Warwick with a present - that
being the A3S. Needless to say Warwick
beamed from ear to ear. Our intention was
to put a permanent signal on the air from
Penrhyn. Soon it was dark and the CW
position was QRT and only RTTY was still
ongoing. We packed the equipment and
loaded the crate. Chris continued to work
RTTY and especially to EU. Before the
RTTY position went QRT, Chris had
worked almost 500 QSOs on RTTY with
over 200 being EU stations. By midnight all
equipment was packed in the crate and we
settled down for the first time to rest since
our arrival just under a week before. Each
operator found his sleeping spot and retired
for the evening.

banked and allowed us a very wide viewing
for several of us to take photos. We could
see the southern point where the airfield was
to the north where the village is located and
then we leveled out and turned south
heading for Rarotonga. Before we knew it
all of us were sleeping.
After napping we enjoyed cold drinks put on
board by Warwick's XYL, Manongi before
the plane departed Rarotonga for Penrhyn.
The flight would be non stop as we carried
no freight and only 8 passengers. The flight
was smooth and before we knew it we were
approaching Rarotonga. Time was roughly
2:30 PM and the weather looked much
improved as compared to when we left. We
deplaned and were met by Manongi who
transported us the hotel.

As the sun rose on Saturday morning it
looked like it would be a nice day even if it
was hot! Our Air Rarotonga flight was due
at 10:30 so everyone was packing and
getting ready to depart. Our bags packed,
Warwick loaded them into his truck and we
made one last "roam" around his grounds.
Our trip was coming to an end. We were all
sad to some degree and sort of in a daze. It
had been a long time coming and without
realizing it we were still a long way from
home. Our island friends from the church
arrived at the airport and asked that we be
seated for their departure ceremony. As the
aircraft approached the island we all sat
listening to the choir sing. Soon the aircraft
rolled to the exact spot where we had
deplaned a week earlier.

All of a sudden the rush and hectic days
were over. After meeting in the lobby of the
hotel we agreed to meet for dinner at 6PM
and retired to our rooms. I soon returned
for a drink and found N7RO and KI6AN
erecting the antenna ZKICC had brought
over before we left last week. They were
planning to operate from the room with the
IC 706, I guess I acted confused at that
point as Dick N7RO asked if something was
wrong. My response was "I guess we are
gluttons for punishment"! Before I realised
what was happening I was in the room along
with three or four of the team readying the
radio to operate! Much to my surprise in a
few minutes we had another pileup going.
That night our dinner was restful and very
enjoyable. It was not long before all retired
for the night as the lack of sleep was
catching up on us. Sunday brought fair
weather and we visited Avarua, the local
town. Not much happening on Sunday as it
is also a religious holiday. No bus service
so we "hoofed" it. We had invited
Warwick's XYL and family out for pizza on
Sunday night and that turned out to be an
enjoyable outing. They are building a new
home on Rarotonga and it was described to
us. They have four children and Manongi is
native to Penrhyn. Monday morning
brought broken clouds and sunshine.

Warwick serviced the plane and we gathered
as a group for the last time with our host.
Then a picture was taken of the team in front
of the Brazilian Embraea Turboprop which
included ZKIWL who was now a lifetime
member of the DDXA. The pilot then
signaled for us to board. Again we each
shook hands with Warwick and on board we
went.
Soon the Embraea was heading down the
runway away from where we had been for a
week. We had asked the pilot to circle the
atoll so we might view the entire area. He
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sonic depth finder. The ship's crew was
ecstatic when they realised their HF radio
was working again. Now radio contacts with
the freighter Eliza and with Raphael Fishing
Co. in Port Louis are possible again, and we
are able to receive weather reports.
Unchanged WX bulletin at 11 hours. We are
still stuck.

we eagerly gobble up after three days on a
very limited menu. Unloading equipment,
transport to the airport and customs clearing
occupy the balance of the day. The first fresh
water shower back in the St. George's Hotel
after 14 days of sea water is just great!
Dinner in a Chinese restaurant was delightful
and finally there is enough beer for
everyone!

A crew briefing with the captain where he
explains the weather situation with a
carefully prepared chart of the weather
situation. There are proposals to return to
Raphael as food stocks are becoming scarce.
Some insatiable hams that were among us
mount a 20 m dipole between the main mast
and the flag pole. Afterwards the new FT847 with a hand key is installed on the table
on the quarter-deck. Shortly before
launching the first CQ we debate about
going QRV. Our 3B7RF licence expired two
days ago! Jacky's 3B8CF licence is not valid
in any moving vehicle or vessel, and our
home country licences (/MM) are invalid
because we are in the territorial waters of
Mauritius. Not wanting to jeopardize our
successful 3B7RF operation or violate any
international amateur radio agreements, we
relegated ourselves to being SWLs. Short
wave broadcast news telling about the
world's catastrophes — such as India setting
off an underground nuclear test earlier this
week -- show us that we are about to leave
our peaceful life on St. Brandon and return
to the real world.

Farewell
On Friday we take a little sightseeing trip to
the southernmost part of Mauritius. In the
evening we hosted an official farewell party
with aperitif in the very classy
Labourdonnais Hotel at the Caudan
Waterfront. Invited were the ship's crew,
government representatives and radio
amateurs of the Mauritius Amateur Radio
Society (MARS). We had decorated the
place with our national flags and with the
banners of our sponsors. We wore the white
sweat shirts with the "3 B7 RF" markings.
(Maybe this misspelling will once get as
famous as that of the legendary Blue
Mauritius
postage stamp.) The
representative of the Ministry of
Telecommunications, Mr. Beehare, was
obviously pleased by the results of our
operation. He phoned Karl, Christine and
George at 05:30 the next morning at the
hotel to wish them a pleasant journey and to
request a subsequent get-together with Karl
at the next ITU meeting in Geneva.

The stormy weather remained all night. At
dawn it's becoming a bit more calm and the
situation improves. Captain Pierre decides to
depart. Still in the lee side of the island, we
enjoy a breakfast with only moderate rolling
and shaking. After this meal there are only
biscuits and water on board. Still very
stormy weather. The third night on board is
a long one for many of us because the vessel
is heavily rolling and pitching. High seas lean
the ship over so much that Christine is
thrown out of bed.

After our very boisterous crew enjoyed a
rollicking dinner in an Italian restaurant and
a late night stop-over in a local casino,
everybody was busy with packing his
personal affairs to be ready for departure
early next morning. During the flight back
home the busy DXpedition crew went to
work again. Two laptop computers were
unpacked and then the first draft of the
present report was formed in an altitude of
10,000 m.

On May 21st at 11.00 Umbrina 11 stops
engines at the pier of Port Louis. Raphael
Fishing Co. hosts us with sandwiches, which
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in length, which crawl out of their sand holes
at night as well as a few dozens of chicken
who have the whole island at their disposal
for digging. When unloading equipment
Willy, Joe and Eric saw an adult dolphin.
Jacky warned us of larger centipedes, but
only Yushi saw one. It had crawled into his
tent.

Geography

Our QTH
The St. Brandon (or Cargados Carajos)
archipelago in the St. Brandon Sea consists
of 28 coral islands. It is not inhabited and is
under protection of the UN as a wildlife area
because of the unique abundance of fish and
birds. Raphael, measuring a bare 200 x
250m, is one of the smallest island of this
archipelago. Thanks to the relative
protection against typhoons, a
meteorological observatory and a coast
guard post have been established on the
island. Raphael is the island with the highest
elevation in the archipelago -- 2 metres
above sea level! Nevertheless, it can happen
once in every few years that it is flooded by
a few centimetres of sea water in a cyclone.

Temperature during day is around 28 degC
and 25 degC during the night. Short rain
showers pass several times a day. Everything
feels moist and sticky. Within the tent the
thermometer easily reaches 40 degrees.

Neighbouring islands
On May 13, Eric, Urs, Kurt, Joe, Rene and
Christine have the opportunity to visit the
adjacent island Puits a Eau. It is larger than
Raphael and it would have been an excellent
place for our DXpedition too. Today the sea
is rather calm, no wind. Vegetation consists
mainly from mangroves. Hundreds of birds
breed on the ground, hundreds of them cry
in the air. We see big crabs and one metre
large traces of turtles in the sand, who laid
their eggs into holes after coming from the
sea. Next day, the second half of the group
goes on excursion. Karl, Walt, Nasir, Willy
and Yushi go to Cocos island aboard the
Umbrina II. They have difficulties finding a
safe landing place for the dinghy because of
high surf. Despite its name there are no
coconut palms on this islands, just
mangroves and very fine and white sand and
lots of marvelous shells. During the two day
lay over off Ile du Sud, Walt and George
have an opportunity to go ashore with
fishermen who offered a lift in their dinghy.
Their experience was awesome, as they were
able to walk among what seemed like
millions of nesting Maquwa and their white
cousins, Goelettes Blanches, where eggs and
fuzzy chicks were everywhere.

Raphael Fishing Co. is exploiting the
enormous wealth of fish in the atoll. The
ground of the island consists of coral mass
and basalt covered by a thin layer of sand. A
typhoon in 1995 has left its traces in the
form of bent palm trees and foundations of
fishing huts that were swept away.
Mangroves keep together the soil near the
shore. There are bushes and a kind of fine
conifers. On almost every branch of them
there are nesting birds of a species called
Maquwa which exist only on this
archipelago. They are a bit slimmer than
common gulls with a web foot of three toes.
The wingspan is about 50 cm; the body is
black, the head grey, the beak long and
pointed. Every bird breeds one egg. They
get small fish from the sea surface which
they swallow and keep on stock. Most of
them are also night active: Their acoustic
uttering such as rattling and kind of mewing
formed our nightly background sound
together with the flutter of the awning of the
tent in the wind. They are not afraid of man.
Those of them who had their nest one metre
above the generator had to suffer from
uninterrupted QRM during our two weeks
of operation.

The Island of Mauritius
The first European to discover the island
was the Portuguese Pedro Mascarenha in
1505. He was followed by the Dutch from

Further inhabitants are big crabs, 10 to 20cm
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a number of ways, one of which was 250
volts. After some serious discussion
amongst the "technical experts" it was
decided to rewire the amps to New Zealand
mains power configuration and see if they
would operate without difficulty. One by
one the amplifiers were rewired and
connected to the New Zealand power
source. BINGO!! With that we marched on
and were able to run 400 watts and the draw
was actually minimal on the generator
system. At last we hoped for a successful
low band grayline opening that evening.
Mike prepared to work 160 and 80 as
darkness prevailed. Success on 80 and 40
metres but sorry to say no EU on 160. In
addition to the low band effort I knew the
RTTY ops were patiently waiting. We had
not worked RTTY as yet because our
priority had been new countries overall. It
was now time to work some RTTY and
Chris configured the IC706 for RTTY. He
worked many stations and soon EU was in
the pileup. We were happy now.

system we did not retransmit files or send
more than one file a day. Even then Don
reported some transfers were sent and
received by him and on the website within 7
hours. Not bad for not real time transfer!
Sooner or later data would show some
QSOs not previously listed.
Again Warwick spent most of Wednesday
troubleshooting the generator. Still it was to
no avail. The failed component just could
not be found. As Tuesday evening's
grayline on 80 and 160 had come and gone
so did Wednesday's possible opening. The
low band team members were becoming
very disgusted as it just was not possible to
make the long haul to EU without amplifiers.
Early Thursday brought another productive
75 metre run for the SSB operators but
again the bands dropped away as daybreak
approached.
Thursday again proved to be productive on
the bands for both modes. Mid morning I
was working 30 metres when a station called
and reported he was hearing the Pacific on
10 metres. I immediately moved to 10 SSB
and called on our announced frequency and
was besieged by calls from all over North
America from the East Cost to the West
Coast. Apparently the packet clusters were
working as the pileup quickly intensified. I
continued to work the SSB opening until I
could no longer hear callers. I announced I
was going to CW and QSY'd and the pileup
started all over again. I was in "7'h Heaven"
as this was why we travelled the distance we
did. After working the CW to nil, I
announced I was QSYing to 12 SSB and
away I went all over again. Between both
10 and 12 propagation stayed in for over
four hours. What a thrill and I knew we
would have to check these bands in the
morning.

Friday morning arrived and I waited for the
time shown on the prop chart for 10 and 12
metres and I was not disappointed. I
worked 10 and 12 "dry" and enjoyed every
minute of it! By the time we started to
break down for departure 10 and 12 metres
had produced almost 1000 QSOs - a figure
we were very happy with.
We knew we would have to begin breaking
down by midday. Our plan was to leave the
two primary stations up as long as possible.
Also we asked Chris to work RTTY into the
afternoon and as long as possible. The
breakdown started mid afternoon in the
same heat and humidity as when we set up.
In addition to breaking down our equipment
we wanted to help Warwick position his
tower in a permanent location. The tower
we erected was in a location that was too
near the end of the runway and Warwick
asked that we help him relocate it to a better
location. He had a very old TET tribander
with bent elements to put on the tower. We
dropped the tower holding the A3S and
relocated it to a site away from the runway.

By now it was mid afternoon and Warwick
was taking a break from the generator
problem when Bob, Mike and Warwick
started to discuss the mains problem and
what might be done to allow the amplifiers
to function. Checking the manual it showed
the capability to wire the power transformer
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CW position was on 40 metres working EU.
With all three positions working EU the
thought of the generator problem was not as
strong as it had been but Warwick continued
to troubleshoot the problem. Warwick
decided to stop the generator work until
morning when the tight was better and he
was refreshed. As long as we monitored our
power consumption all appeared OK. Bob
put the third station on 75 metres very early
in the morning local time and experienced
good propagation to the North American
East Coast. This was the first SSB QSOs on
that band for the operation.

thought all was now OK. Right away we
noticed a not normal sounding generator
trying to shut down. Warwick continued to
work on it and before long it was running
somewhat normal. Because Warwick lived a
distance from the village no island power
mains are available. Because of that, he
generates his own electricity. His radar
requirements are 110V 60Hz power and for
us that was good. We did not configure any
of our equipment for the 220V 50Hz
typically found in other parts of the world
from the US. Warwick was concerned for
the continued service of the spare generator
and needed it for his radar balloon
procedure. Because of that, it was decided
we would reduce power and run the 100
watt transceivers only until the problem was
found and repaired. That also meant no air
conditioning!

Wednesday sunrise brought about more dead
bands. As the morning arrived I noticed the
propagation chart showed a possible midmorning opening for 10 and 12 metres. I
checked both bands but no signals. So far
no propagation on those two bands since our
arrival. As on the previous days, the other
bands provided much interest and our total
QSO count climbed. Also by now we were
receiving reports from our EU spotting team
lead by Ghis, ON5NT. G3KMA, CTIEEB,
SMOAJU, DJ2YA and OH3KCB along with
Ghis provided to us via Email daily reports
for working EU as effectively as possible.

So all of a sudden we found ourselves using
100 watts. After several hours of operating
it appeared that lower power was not
affecting our operation to the areas of the
world where we had propagation.
However, we all knew low band at grayline
to EU with 100 watts would not work.
Both Mike and I tried that evening to work
EU at grayline but it was to no avail.
Warwick continued to troubleshoot the
generator problem but so far was
unsuccessful. He worked into the night
under very trying conditions created by the
high ambient heat that was elevated in the
generator building by the spare generator
running and the flies that were attracted by
the light. We knew we had a major problem
and had to be continually aware of the need
to keep our power consumption as low as
possible. Most concerning was it meant "no
amps."

Mike was also sending the logs each
morning to Don for the website. There were
also a few reports of the log checking
feature not reflecting some QSOs. We
attempted to explain the process and its
weak points either on the air or in QSO or
by Don putting an announcement on the
website and the DX reflector. Our Email
connection went to Rarotonga via satellite
telephone where it was held for an
undetermined period of time. The server in
Rarotonga would then retransmit the data
again over a satellite telephone to the real
time server in New Zealand. The echo and
delay found in a satellite system was
disastrous to our data transfer and often
corrupted a transfer. Couple that along with
the fact that it was not real time internet
connection the log checking feature was not
to be considered totally accurate. Because
of the high cost of the satellite telephone

As Tuesday evening moved on, the positions
continued to work the pileups even though
the power was 100 watts. 15, 17 and 20
continued to be very productive. An EU
station QSP'd to the 20 metre SSB operator
that 30 metres was open to the Pacific. I
immediately put the third position on 30
metres and started to work EU. Soon the
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1638 to 1710, and the French from 1715 to
1810. Great Britain seized Mauritius from
the French in 1814 and retained it as a
Crown Colony until 1968, when Mauritius
became independent. The republic was
proclaimed on March 12, 1992.

the fascination of this gem. In the city of
Curepipe we could buy spices and silk. Then
we went into the green, mountainous
southern part. We visited part of a natural
reservation with the tamarind falls, an
important drinking water reservoir. A Hindu
sanctuary with an idyllic lake was very
impressive. Highlight of the day was lunch in
a mountain restaurant at Chamarel. A
delightful lagoon in different colours from
light blue to turquoise surrounded by green
mountains formed our unique panorama,
while we enjoyed our meal in the shadow of
trees

Although Mauritius belongs to the African
continent; any association to poverty, war
and government crises of the continent is not
justified. Mauritius calls itself Pearl in the
Indian Ocean. The island has a surface area
of 1800 km2, a coast line of 300 km, which
is almost entirely surrounded by a coral reef,
a central plateau and impressive mountains.
The luminously green color of the vegetation
prevails through all the year. There are
neither extremes of temperature nor is there
a rainy season. There are no poisonous
animals and no Malaria. Turquoise blue
water, a fantastic underwater wildlife and
well cared for hotel establishments attract
wealthy tourists. The government wants to
promote tourism, the third most important
economic sector after sugar-cane and textile
industries. Basic food supplies are
inexpensive, while luxury goods are charged
with high taxes. So luxury goods are mainly
for the privileged: Indian business people
and European-descendant executives. The
population amounts to about 1 million. It
consists of Indo-Mauritians, Creols and
Sino-Mauritians. About half of the
inhabitants are of Indian origin, the other
half have their roots in China, Africa and
Europe. Racism is unknown and tolerance is
normal. In the capital Port Louis with
150,000 inhabitants Christians, Moslems and
Hindus live side-by-side. Mauritius is also
very cosmopolitan as far as its food is
concerned.

.

Mauritian Amateur Radio History
Father Nicolas was the first ham to operate
from St. Brandon in the early 1960's. Father
Nicolas was the head of the Catholic school
in Quatre Bornes, Mauritius. He went to St.
Brandon for vacation and operated from
there for about three weeks.
Jacky first went to St. Brandon in 1963 and
Father Nicolas was there at that time. Jacky
became a ham in April 1967.
In 1968, Don Miller, W9WNV, and Steve,
VQ8CC, went on a catamaran, the Edward
Peer, and operated from St. Brandon and
Rodriquez. Although Miller did not operate
from Agalega, he did operate from Aldabra
and Desroches. Also, in December 1968,
George, K5KG, on assignment in Mauritius
for the Apollo 8 Mission, operated from
VQ8CCs QTH in Curepipe, Mauritius.
Jacky operated from St. Brandon in
September 1969, signing VQ8CFB for 9
months while on assignment at the meteo
station. Following Jacky,s departure in July
1970, 3B7DA operated from St. Brandon
for about six months. This operator was also
on assignment at the meteo station.

A round trip on the island

Diego Garcia became British in 1965. At the
time, the British contracted with Mauritius
to operate the weather station in Diego
Garcia and, from 1970 to 1972, Jacky
worked for the weather service there and
operated as VQ8SM. The arrangement for
Mauritius to operate the weather station for

On our last day, May 22nd, we had at some
time to see a small part of the island. A minivan brought us first to souvenir shops where
one could buy replicas of the extinct Dodo
bird in all varieties, shells, models of sailing
ships, T-shirts and other textiles. A visit to a
diamond polishing establishment showed us
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the British ended in 1972

the decision not to work SSB on the less
efficient bands. Therefore, we didn't work
SSB on 80 m and 160 m. Instead we
operated the "worn out" bands, to allow the
possibility of a QSO for weaker stations.

In 1973 and 1974, Jacky operated for an
eighteen month period from Agalege,
signing 3B6CF. He operated again as
3B6CF from Agalega in October 1981 for a
one month period.

RTTY day

In 1979, Jacky operated for four weeks from
Rodriquez signing 3B9CF. In November and
December, 1979, Walter, DJ6QT, operated
from Rodriquez, signing 3B9RS.

On May 14th we enhanced the RTTY
station with a power amplifier from the SSB
WARC station. To keep the load on the
generators light, we only ran the linears at
400 watts. In the morning at 04.00 there was
nothing on 10, 15 and 20. Then, starting
from 6 o'clock, suddenly there were lots of
Americans on 20 m. We worked about 100
Americans within 2 hours. From 09.00 we
stayed all the day on 15 metres. After 22.00
15 and 20 m went down. Hugo's shift was
from 00.00 to 04.00 hours. After midnight
20 m opened again and he was able to work
another 100 stations. RTTY operators were
Hugo, Urs, Rene and Joe. During this day
we made about 500 contacts. The SCS
modem performed well in reading weak and
disturbed signals. Joe made the last RTTY
QSOs barefoot with the FT-920 and the
A3S. In total we made 773 RTTY QSOs.
The Plusterm program with PTC II is good
for normal RTTY operation but not
optimized for contest or DXpedition work.

Jacky again operated from St. Brandon as
3B8CF for four weeks in 1980, and again in
1991 for six weeks signing 3B8CF/3B7.
Both times, Jacky was working at the meteo
station.
In 1980 there was operation in St. Brandon
by 3B8CD/3B7 and 3B8D0/3B7. Anand,
3B8CD, operated from Agalega as 3B6CD
in May 1980.
A 1968 issue of CQ Magazine has the whole
story.

Radio Operations
Operational concepts

Split operations
We tried to achieve our goal with a relatively
wide split window of up to 15kHz.
Experience showed that we were able to
work the weak "100 watt/dipole" and QRP
stations. We often had difficulties, mainly in
CW, in extending the split window from 231cHz to a width of 15kHz. Over and over
we asked our audience for a wide split by
broadcasting "pse qsx up 5 to 20". Those
stations who got the message were easily
heard and, hence, worked — even the very
weak ones. When tuning back to 51cHz up
there was again an unimaginable crowd of
stations calling. Under such circumstances
only the big guns were able to pound
through the QRM.

Comments to the RTTY day arriving via the
pilot stations:
KQ4KM: They did a bang up job last night.
Considering the pile up and the poor habits
of some DXers it went really very well.
Thanks again for all the efforts!
DL5SBA: Some more RTTY activity is
necessary. Many waiting!

We had to concentrate on the operating
modes CW and SSB.
Discipline, behaviour of the other
stations

We saw that the old experiences are still
valid: Best discipline is by the Japanese
followed by the Americans. Most of us
noted with great satisfaction how disciplined

Band selection
Our goal, to enable as many hams as
possible to make a contact with 3B7, led to
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EU. After a short rest I put the 3'd station
on 30 metres hoping for some EU but they
were never heard so I moved to 40 metres.
That band was open to EU so it was
productive. The SSB station continued with
a presence on 20 metres with EU and
worked them until late into the night. As
with the other mornings, the bands went out
before daybreak and those of us who were
awake gathered for breakfast with Warwick.
As Tuesday moved on, the higher bands
continued to be very productive with much
interest both on CW and SSB.

generator would supply the overall needs.
We were soon to learn "Murphy" exists in
the "Paradise of the Pacific" as well as
everywhere else!
As noon approached Warwick prepared the
balloon and readied the radar for the launch.
At the appropriate moment the balloon was
released and Warwick started his tracking
procedure. Three stations were on line as
the world was now aware we were fully
operational. About an hour and a half into
the launch I was on 17 metre SSB when
without notice all house power was lost. Of
course it caught everyone's attention and we
along with Warwick headed for the
generator building to find the generator
quiet. Warwick checked the breaker panel
and found it intact but signs of something
major wrong. The panel was removed and
inspection of the breaker showed heavy
burns internally. Warwick's first action was
to start a small generator and switch the
mains over to give us some house power.
We all gathered around in hopes we could
do something to help. Warwick then
indicated the reserve 10K unit was not
operational and he would attempt to get it
on line as soon as possible. Until then we
were off the air entirely as Warwick changed
out the breaker and still nothing. After
about an hour of trouble shooting it was
apparent the problem was in the generator
hardware and not something peripheral.
This was not good. The reserve generators
that were operational were small in capacity
and were used only to power a minimum
number of household requirements so they
could not be activated. Warwick was soon
trying to determine the problem and had the
generator in many pieces on the floor of the
building. He replaced all components
associated with the generating system but
nothing corrected the problem. He then
decided to try and get the reserve 10K,
which had been down for repairs, up and
running. Seems a fuel problem existed in it
and parts to repair it travelled up on the
same plane we came on. After about an
hour the spare unit roared to life and we

Warwick's weather balloon operation was
unfamiliar to us and we watched with
interest each time he made helium and filled
the balloon. However, I must also say, as he
mixed the chemicals and agitated the mix
and the cylinder started to radiate we all
moved away from the shed mixing area
knowing full well what could happen! At
precisely 1740 UTC each day these balloons
are released all over the world. Penrhyn
Atoll is no different with the launch being at
12:40 PM local. On Sunday and Monday
some of us watched as Warwick launched
and then tracked the balloon with his radar
for over two hours until it burst. He then
would record the data and send it via Email
to a central location for study to assist in
weather forecasting worldwide. Penrhyn
does not have mains power on a round the
clock basis so Warwick has generators to
supply his mains 24 hours a day. Several
generators are available with the usual
configuration being a smaller generator
running roughly 20 hours a day for house
power and a much larger 10K unit activated
for the balloon operation because of the
higher amount of power required by the
radar. A second 10K generator was on line
as a reserve but was down for maintenance
when we arrived. Warwick had switched the
larger 10K unit on line upon our arrival full
time to supply the three positions assuming
it would power the radar needs as well as
ours. We had figured power draw and
Warwick computed the total requirement
based on those figures and he felt the
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midmorning each position was hard at work
on 15, 17 and 20 metres with loud signals
both ways. The propagation chart was
proving to be very accurate with the
exception of 10 and 12 metres which so far
had been quiet.

the base of the BCS while I was operating
CW. It was not too many minutes later
when Mike appeared in the room with a big
smile and holding the matching device from
the BCS in his hand. He proceeded to break
the box apart and then showed those in the
room the coax connector mounted in the
chassis of the matching unit. As he turned it
over, pieces of material used as insulation
between the centre conductor and the
ground side fell to the desk along with a lot
of black soot. We now figured we knew
where the problem was and it appeared to be
an easy fix. Soon Mike and Warwick were
digging in a junk box looking for a
connector to replace the failed one. One
was located and they replaced the bad
connector. Mike returned to the base of the
BCS to replace the matching unit. Now
maybe the antenna would function as
designed. But much to our surprise it did
not and again that night we experienced a
difficult period on the low bands with the
BCS. At least tomorrow was Monday and
we would go outside to troubleshoot the
BCS.

Sunday had been very hot but since no
outdoor activity had occurred, the heat was
not felt as much. Now Monday had arrived
and the heat was as intense as it had been
when we worked on antennas on Saturday.
Those who were not operating finalised the
antennas we did not get into position on
Saturday. The DXpedition was now fully
operational with all equipment in place and
we settled into a routine of operating and
resting. In the meantime, Mike and Chris
attempted to find the problem with the BCS.
The matching device was not working so
Mike removed it and fed the antenna
directly. On 40 and 80 the match was good
but on 160 it was not useable so a tuner was
put in line and the antenna would be tuned
on 160. We were back in business and I
anxiously awaited afternoon grayline on 80
metres. The pileups continued on the other
bands with lots of "business" both on CW
and SSB. All was now going smoothly.

We continued into the night where we could
generate interest with team members
swapping positions. To our amazement, 20
metres again had opened to Europe and
continued to provide many EU stations with
a QSO. As with the opening Saturday night,
the opening to EU continued until about
2AM local with very strong signals. So far
we had experienced two nights with lengthy
20 metre openings to EU and this made us
very upbeat. As the night approached
daybreak we hoped for a good grayline
opening. Again it did not occur and as on
Sunday morning all the bands fell quiet. To
our disappointment this dead period would
occur every morning and would plague us
throughout the operation causing no
morning grayline for Europe. We took
advantage of this "dead time" by
breakfasting on fruit, cereal and toast along
with tea fixed by Warwick. The breakfast
time soon came to be the period we would
all be together and discuss our progress. By

I tuned the BCS on 80 in preparation for a
EU opening. I called QRZ EU but heard
nothing and continued to call for about 15
minutes. Nothing heard - so I opened it up
and was deluged with stateside callers.
After working a fair number, I asked them to
QRX as I called EU. Still no response but I
continued to call and then all of a sudden
there they were!! First was SM5OJH at
0435 UTC, then SM5AYY and next was
SM6CST. This opening lasted about 25
minutes with good propagation to EU. At
least I felt we would meet one of our
primary goals, that of EU on 80 and 160
metres. They disappeared as fast as they had
appeared and I was back to other parts of
the world but we now knew it could happen.
After a while Mike relieved me and went to
160 and I looked for a place to get some
sleep. As the night moved on we
experienced the same 20 metre opening to
40

the Ukrainian and Russian stations behaved.

own transmitting frequency! This "slap in the
face" impressed so thoroughly that this
mistake never recurred. There were other
things pointed out to correct our mistakes
which proved to be invaluable. We were
"scolded" on more than one occasion — and
rightly so -- for attempting to work split
with the VFOs on transceive, which caused
us to "chase ourselves" up the band. This
was a surprisingly easy mistake to make with
the FT-I000MPs.

From 3B7 the beam direction for Europe
and Northern America was the same.
Therefore European signals were mostly
louder than those from the US. So we often
had to explicitly call CQ USA only, Eu pse
standby. Surprisingly even the Europeans
sometimes would stick to our request! The
repeated demand USA only after each QSO
led to a certain discipline among the
Europeans. Of course the QSO rate with this
long CQ call is never as high as with a pileup of Japanese or Stateside stations only.

Another function the pilot stations served
was to receive our daily transmission of log
files and prepare them for posting to two
web sites. At 17.00 daily we transmitted our
log files to HB9BGN and then exchanged
news .

Our principle, to complete every contact
despite all the breakers costs us lot of time.
With a friendly but decisive attitude we
managed to control the pile-up.

Shifts, operating time table

On at least two different days we heard a
pirate on 7013.7 kHz calling CQ de 3B7RF
UP, while we were transmitting on 7007. It's
hard to say, how many stations were tricked
by the pirate. Even harder to understand is
what the pirate intended with such a
procedure. Maybe he just wanted a report.
Here it is: you were 599!

The task was to operate two CW stations,
two SSB stations and partly one RTTY
station around the clock during 10 days with
14 operators. Best solution seemed to be a 4
hour shift. Mostly every participant could
choose himself at what station (SSB or CW)
and what shift he wanted to work. To
occupy the stations around the clock, HansPeter sometimes had to assign night shifts
which caused no problems among the
participants. The shift plan was continuously
established about half a day ahead, so that
we were able to consider the propagation
conditions and the wishes of the hams in the
world. Propagation data as a basis for the
selection of working bands was delivered by
George, K5KG, and Walter, W7SE. At 12
hours we have lunch; the four working
operators are relieved a bit later. At 19.30
again at least ten people enjoy a common
dinner, the four remaining join after their
relief. That's the daily routine to simplify the
task of the kitchen crew. On a bulletin board
we can study the shift plan, propagation
conditions, pilots, reports and even a menu
plan.

Pilot stations
The pilots were Albert, HB9BGN, Kurt,
HB9MX, Gerry, W6TER, Fernando,
4F3CV, and Kimihiro, JH3GRO. HB9MX
was watching the DX scene in Europe and
Albert was keeping in touch with us via
Inmarsat satellite phone. All pilots compiled
the hundreds of email messages that came in
from all over the world and passed the most
relevant comments to HB9BGN who would
forward them to us daily in an Inmarsat file
transmission.
During the expedition the usefulness of the
pilots became obvious. We daily got
suggestions from the rest of the ham world
as to what we could do to improve, at what
times which band is best suited for a specific
region and so on. On the second day we got
word that we should not work QSOs on our
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Results, statistics
With more than 53,000 QSOs in all we were able to work allITezones and 150 countries. Our
contacts are divided among bands and modes as follows:
Bond

160m

80m

40,r

30m

20m

17m

15m

12m

10m

SSH
CW
111:1-Y

0
511
0
511

0

1 915
0
4891

4638
5124
296
10058

3336
4809
0
8145

4829
7315
477
12621

2974
4553
0
7527

2004

2231
0
2231

0
1707
0
1707

Total

2976

3961
0
5965

Total
19696
33187
773
53656

Zones with more than 1000 contacts:
Zone

14

15

25

5

4

16

3

20

QSOs

14428

13137

9797

4903

3422

3221

1112

1016

The remaining 2000 spread among the remaining 32 zones. At the end of this list is zone 34 with
only one QSO.
Many stations were able to work us on more than one band:
I 1 band
8847

2 band

3083

3 band
1865

4 band
1319

5 band
950

6 band

672

Tests with Two-operator setup

7 band
411

8 band
301

9 band
163

QSO

being possible.
After an initial CQ call the answer is given
by that operator, who has first logged a
complete callsign. After ending a QSO with
tu, the customary up (signaling a request to
send) is omitted. Instead the other operator
immediately initiates the next QSO, e.g.
HB9HC 599. Alternating is not a must: the
operator, who has first noted a station
simply starts the next QSO.

What is it?
The idea behind it is, that two operators at
the same station are able to listen
concurrently on different frequencies. As
Yaesu's FT-1000MP is offering this feature,
Hugo and Urs tested this operation
procedure on 16 May 0400-0800 UTC on
15 m. The station was complemented so that
each operator had his PC, his key and his
stereo earphones. Keying signals of both
PCs and both keyers were fed in parallel to
the FT-1000MPs key input. The AF outputs
of the transceiver were programmed to
Stereo 2, so that the "own" receiver was
audible on the right channel and the RX of
the collegue was audible (weaker) on the
other channel. The main VFO was set to our
transmitting frequency of 21024 kHz and
locked. The functions TX and RX were
enabled for the main VFO. The SUB VFO's
RX key was pressed thus activating the dual
reception feature of the transceiver.

Of course with this procedure both
operators have to cooperate tightly and
flexibly. Probably the audience too needs
some accustoming until they remark, that the
DX station registers more than one caller
after having sent the qsx up. At least it
happened to us a few times that stations
answered only after a second call from our
side.

Experiences:
The pile-up during our trial extended only
about 5 kHz, and the signals were not very
strong; we had seen bigger crowds during
this contest. Despite this "shallow" pile-up
both operators are convinced that they made
more QSOs than a single operator would
have done during this time. We are sure that

Hugo, sitting on the right, tunes his
reception band of about 21026 to 21033.9
by means of the clarifier (RX CLAR) of the
main VFO. Urs searches the upper part of
the pile-up with the SUB-VFO; overlapping
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position in the rear storage room and the
RTTY radio in the work shop. Because
both primary positions were air conditioned
we hoped our times on the radio would be
comfortable. As I had assembled each
station at Rick's in June, I had labeled each
box. Both radios had been outfitted with the
appropriate filters. This eased the setting up
of the equipment because boxes were
identified and unpacked right in the room the
position was to be located. Both amps were
identical and one went into each room. No
time was lost looking for certain pieces or
boxes. The test run at Rick's included
interfacing the computers to the logging
program and the radios. The first station,
that being the CW radio went together very
quickly and worked the first time we threw
the switches. Our first 24 hours of operating
was to be unscheduled. N7RO had prepared
an assignment sheet hour by hour and it
would start Sunday afternoon. N7RO put
the CW station on 20 metres and the first
QSO was made with JNIADL at 0413
UTC. ZKIXXP was on the air. The SSB
station followed within the hour and the
other members of the team saw a few
minutes to rest. It had been a very long day
and we were all very tired. We went into
Warwick's house where Bob was preparing
something to eat. As the night passed we
rested and enjoyed a quiet dinner and then
swapped operators on both positions. Both
stations experienced the first EU openings
and before midnight the IC 706 was on line
as the third station and we were rolling on
three bands. Later that night I put the CW
station on 80 metre CW and started some
low band operation while the third position
was put on 20 metre CW to continue the
European opening. Right away I noticed
SWR was out of sight on 160 but OK on 80
and 40. Even though I was able to keep a
pileup going on 80, it seemed as if
something was not right. Poor reports and
many repeats and question marks were
coming at me. I felt as if I had to fight for
every QSO. From my experience with the
BCS I knew we had a problem. As the
morning progressed 80 was productive but

still not normal. Mike relieved me on 80 and
then went to 160 for the USA gray line.
Mike experienced the same effect during his
operation. We soon agreed we would
investigate once daylight came about but
with the knowledge of the Sunday activity
restrictions, we were not sure how much
investigation we could do. The SSB station
continued to keep the pileup going and with
good results.
As we approached daybreak the bands
literally died. Operators went from position
to position checking on conditions and found
the same results. The bands were dead and
would stay that way until about 10 AM
local. Breakfast was enjoyed by all and
Mike and Rick saved the logs and then Mike
uploaded the first logs over the internet to
Don, N1 DG, who would put them on the
website for checking purposes. Mike also
uploaded several pictures for the website
taken since our arrival. Our plan was to
upload logs once a day at 18Z. We limited
our internet usage because of the high cost
of $6.50 US a minute for the telephone
service. As the bands opened 15, 17 and 20
came to life. Pileups became intense and all
three positions remained busy the rest of the
day. Mike and I were concerned for the
poor results of the Battle Creek Special and
attempted to determine why it was not
functioning as we knew it could. Soon after
breakfast and with the log upload completed,
Mike went to the base of the BCS and tried
to see if anything looked abnormal. His
visual inspection did not show anything
unusual. Because of our concern for the
religious beliefs of the residents of the
Cooks, no further work was done on the
BCS or any other antenna on Sunday. Now
that the word was out of our activity, our
operators were kept busy on 15, 17 and 20
metres all day Sunday. We also watched the
propagation chart prepared prior to our
arrival in hopes it would allow us to not miss
any openings on the bands. As the afternoon
started to pass, Mike and Chris again started
to think of the problems with the BCS. As
daylight started to fade, they again went to
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were introducing ourselves to "Warwick"
ZK1WL, our host. After greetings were
exchanged Warwick returned to the forklift
and proceeded to fuel and service the
aircraft. We gathered our bags and were
motioned towards the shelter by one of the
group greeting the airplane. He introduced
himself as the local minister and explained all
visitors are greeting by the church choir and
for us to take a seat on a long bench in the
middle of the shelter. The choir then
performed a welcoming ceremony of songs
in our behalf. The feeling of warmth was felt
by all of us and they seemed to really be glad
our journey had so far been a safe one.
After the ceremony we loaded our bags into
Warwick's truck and waited for Warwick to
complete his responsibilities with the
aircraft. After that was completed, we
headed away from the airport towards
Warwick's home off the far north end of the
runway. All this time rain was falling on and
off and the heat was intense. Already we
were sweating heavily and between the rain
and the perspiration all of us became totally
soaked. As Warwick's truck pulled into his
yard, the rain started to pelt us without any
sign of letup. During all of this I was
thinking "how would we erect the antennas
in this mess?" But at least were at last here!
And flies everywhere.

setups planned for after dark. Actually all
went fairly well with Mike and Chris
working on the Battle Creek Special. They
were ready for all of us to assist with the pull
up by 11:30. Something that created a
problem were the guy stakes which could
not be driven into what appeared to be soil
but was actually coral covered over by a
sandy type of grit. Warwick spoke up "no
problem" and left us. We stood around
scratching our heads when we saw Warwick
heading our way with the forklift carrying a
very large hunk of what appeared to be
cement. Soon all guy ropes were tied to
these chunks placed by the forklift in four
directions from the base of the antenna. We
pulled the BCS up, tied the remaining guy
and it was ready for the radials. Soon after
that a 45' tower belonging to Warwick was
being assembled. The A3S assembly by
N7RO and N4RF was completed and
Warwick's forklift was again used to place
chunks of concrete as guy anchors for the
tower. The team helped raise the tower and
the A3S. As the day went on the heat
became almost unbearable with all of us
working in shorts and little else. Our food
supplies shipped in earlier contained 12 cases
of Coca Cola and that proved to be a good
idea on Robert's part. The Coca Cola
immediately "hit the spot."

Our plan upon arrival was to spend some
time getting to know our host and seeing
where he lived. As we waited for the rain to
subside we visited with Warwick. The rain
continued heavy for about an hour and then
slowed. Then Warwick showed the team
around his residence and made suggestions
as to where operating positions could be
located as well as antennas. Soon we were
opening the crate and breaking out the boxes
of equipment. By now the rain had stopped
and the sun was beginning to break through
but so far no break in the heat. Our plans
were to erect the antennas before darkness
because the Cook Islands do not allow any
type of outside activity on Sunday, their day
of worship. So priority was given to
antenna setup with radio operating position

Soon it was 6PM and all the antennas were
up with the MS at 45' and the D40 40M
dipole just below it, the A3WS at 24' and
the Battle Creek up and running. I
assembled the Hy Gain DX77 and installed it
on a wooden mast strapped to a barrel
containing jet fuel! The TH3 went up on the
other mast. Now only the R7000 and a
"Carolina Windom" remained and we
decided they would wait until Monday
morning. The heat and humidity had taken
its toll on all of us and as it was now getting
dark, we needed to stop. The team found
itself in Warwick's home resting and cooling
off, drinking more Coke and talking of what
to do next.
It had been determined the CW position
would be in the radar building, the SSB
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the advantages of this procedure would be
even more pronounced if we had applied it
during the "fat" pile-ups on 7, 10 or 14
MHz. On the other hand this means that eg.
on 160 m, where we sometimes had to fight
against QRN for every single CW dot, it
would make little sense to use two
operators.

the operator to have to enter band and mode
information the log, thereby avoiding
incorrect log information.
We decided not to attempt to network the
station computers together. Fortunately we
did so, as this would have added additional
complications which we did not need.
Unfortunately, however, the laptops were
not equipped with internal batteries, so
anytime they lost primary power, they had to
be rebooted. In retrospect, batteries should
have been used.

We suggest the following improvements to
the setup described above: 1. provide
sufficient space on the station table. 2. Use
specially made earphone plugs, so that each
operator hears only "his" RX on both
earpieces. (We wore one earpiece on the ear,
the other one - the one with the undesired
RX signal - was on the cheek, hi)

We collected the data from the individual
station computers every day at the same time
by means of diskettes. On a "headquarters"
computer the individual logs were assembled
into a main log for forwarding into the
intemet and to update our statistics. Every
evening we transmitted the total of the day's
logs to our main pilot station in Europe.
Albert then sent this data to Gerry who
prepared the logs for posting to the servers
in Lucerne and at VE7TCP. Thus everybody
was able to check whether he is in the log at
most 24 hours after the QSO.

Besides that, this new way of operating was
fun for both of the operators: New
challenges as fast reaction, adaptability,
partnership, better service have sort of
accelerated our work. Of course twooperator setup makes sense mainly for
DXpeditions, it would be interesting to try in
a contest. It would have to be planned and
tested ahead of time. Despite the short test
period of four hours, we are sure that this
mode saves time; or the other way round:
saves - at least partially - a radio station. On
the other hand one has to keep in mind that
an additional operator is a valuable resource
which is not available abundantly.

This additional service of transmitting the
logs daily via Inmarsat was costly for the
DXpedition. Inmarsat service was $5 per
minute, but we felt the benefits of getting the
logs off the island and onto the web sites
made it worthwhile. (We hope that those
who used this service recognize our effort by
enclosing a bit more than the postage with
their QST, cards).

Log keeping
As a log keeping program we selected CT
log of KIEA. This contest program contains
a mode for DXpeditions. Unfortunately, we
mistakenly had a Beta version of the
program on the station laptops that turned
out to be the reason for incorrect QSO times
in the logs posted to the web sites during the
first two days of operation. Once the
problem was discovered, the QSO time
problem was corrected.

QSL cards
Dispatch of QSL will be managed by the
club station HB9RF. Mail address: HB9RF,
Postfach 37, CH-6319 Allenwinden,
Switzerland.
Cards received via bureau will be replied to
hundred percent. Cards received directly will
be replied directly under the following
conditions; otherwise they will be sent via
the bureau.

Each of our five stations was equipped with
a Compaq laptop. Every PC was connected
through a data cable to a transceiver. A very
useful feature of CT log is the automatic
transfer of frequency between log and
transceiver. This makes it unnecessary for

A self addressed envelope plus the following
minimum postage:
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From HB9: Minimum postage Fr. -.70
From EU:
1 IRC or $US 1.00
Other: 2 IRCs or $US 2.00

RF getting into the laptops. (For this reason
at least one valid contact with a JA station
was lost and some QSOs were erroneously
run simplex because the PC inadvertently
changed the transceiver's controls). After we
blocked all leads to the PCs with ferrite
chokes the PCs worked flawlessly

Technical Information
Layout of stations and antennas

We were able to place the tents for CW and
SSB about 200 m apart from each other. In
spite of this relatively close proximity,
mutual interference was minimal. Three of
the Yagi antennas were directly on the beach
with their mast base about 1 m above sea
level and the other three Yagis were further
up on the land and about l in higher.

The RTTY-Station consisted of a PC
running Plusterm software, a PTC II modem
of SCS and Yaesu FT-920. During the
RTTY activity day the VL-1000 of the SSB
WARC station was connected to the RTTY
station.

Antennas

We installed the low frequency antennas like
a picture book -- flat coral ground only a
few centimetres above sea level! Some of the
Battle Creek Special's radials were in the sea
even during low tide. Both antennas (Battle
Creek Special and Titanex) had unobstructed
"views" from west over north to east. The
QTE chart shows that the big majority of the
world's ham population as seen from 3B7 is
within this segment of horizon.

Battle Creek Special
This antenna is a vertical radiator for 160, 80
and 40 m with traps and 32 radials laid out
on the ground. It was generously loaned to
us (as well as to other DXpeditions before)
by K8GG, W8UVZ and WOCD. Many
thanks!
During tests in HB9 we remarked that the
high RF current to the radial net flew across
the hinge between the base tube and the base
plate. HB9AFH constructed a device that
could be fixed to the original mast base with
just two screws. This improvement then
brought us the following advantages: Good
low impedance contact to the radial net, and
tensionless, easy mountable fixing of the 32
wires to the base plate.

The two generators were about 30 m from
the SSB and CW stations which proved to
be sufficient. They fed the stations over a
100 m five pole cable.
Description of the stations

For CW and SSB we used Yaesu FT1000MPs on each of the four stations. As a
backup we had two FT-920s. The receiver
of the FT-1000MP matched well the
requirements of this expedition and every
operator quickly mastered its features. As
power amplifiers we used two Ameritron
AL8OBX and two Yaesu VL-1000, the latter
for the WARC bands. Transceivers and PAs
were connected via ICE band pass filters to
minimize inter-station interference. When
changing bands we very much appreciated
the fully automatic band switching of the
solid state 'VL-1000s. We selected the
antennas by hand-connecting the welllabeled coax cable to the proper PA.

For 160 m operation a 2:1 impedance
transformer is inserted by a switch at the
antenna base. The Battle Creek Special
yielded very good results on all bands.
Results on 40 m were far better than those
with the 40 in add-on to the Yagi. The
signals on 160 m were very often below
noise level at our geographic latitude which,
of course, was not the fault of the vertical
antenna. Obviously our signals in Europe,
USA and Japan were far better than vice
versa. We believe that we would have
benefited by a Beverage antenna however,
unfortunately the impedance transformers
were left behind in HB9.

Logging was done on Compaq Aero 4s. At
the beginning we had problems due to the
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my ticket. I quickly moved away. I can't
even remember who was next because of the
anxiety but he was at 10kg. The remainder
of the team including those overweight
processed without difficulty. Soon we were
on the Air Rarotonga twin turboprop and
flying into the darkness with arrival on
Penrhyn some four hours away.

something of importance. Had we known he
was seeing Penrhyn we probably would have
all rushed to the front of the cabin. Chris
reached for his camera and took several
photographs as the aircraft was positioned
for the approach. In a minute or two all of
us could see what looked like a "primitive
road cut through the woods" through the
cockpit windshield when actually we were
on our final approach for Penrhyn and were
seeing the runway cut into the jungle. The
weather was causing the aircraft to bounce
around a bit and I noticed the sun had
disappeared and the clouds were somewhat
dark. As we approached the end of the
runway it also appeared it was raining. Soon
the aircraft was settling onto the runway that
looked to be dirt. We touched down and
slowed to a fast taxi and continued for a
great distance. It seemed we taxied for a
very long time and someone made a
comment as such. We guessed the runway
was used for heavy bombers during the war
and was quite long. No taxi ways or blue
lights here and in a minute we were at the
end of the runway doing a 180 degree
turnaround. I noticed a shelter and a group
of people in and around the shelter and
several vehicles. I peered out my window
looking for someone I could identify as
Warwick even though I did not know what
he looked like. Then I saw an individual
who was not indigenous to the area sitting
on a forklift carrying a pallet with drums on
it. This individual sported a full beard and
lengthy hair. It had to be Warwick. Also
many of the residents were in attendance for
the weekly arrival which we soon learned
was the big event of each week. As the
aircraft came to a halt and the props slowed
to a stop, the individual on the forklift
started to move towards the plane. The
pilots had also opened the door and we were
preparing to deplane. As we started down
the steps I noticed the intense heat and high
humidity and commented how different it
felt from Rarotonga. As we all gathered off
the end of the wing tip the forklift driver
positioned the lift behind the wing and
stepped down heading our way. Soon we

As we winged north, we were each thinking
how close we were now to reaching our goal
that was preceded by months and months of
planning. Certainly the flight would seem
longer than the actual 41/2 hours. As we
settled into our seats we attempted to
exchange thoughts but the noise of the
General Electric turboprop's overrode our
chatter. In addition to the seven of us there
were two other passengers on board. We
soon learned the other travelers were "the"
police officer on Penrhyn and a New
Zealander named "Millie", both of whom
were returning home after a short visit to
Rarotonga. Several seats were also taken by
a large inflatable life raft carried in the
interest of safety. Within an hour we were
approaching the island of "Atutiki", the only
stop on the flight. This stop was to refuel as
the additional loading of the weekly freight
for the island would not allow a full fuel load
out of Rarotonga. The return trip would be
non stop as no freight would be on board.
We landed, quickly refueled and departed.
Again we flew into the darkness as all
agreed "thank goodness for GPS." It was
not too many minutes before we were all
"napping" in one way or another. Before I
knew it the sun was coming through the
window and it was just before 8AM local
and the sky was clear blue. Our scheduled
arrival on Penrhyn was 8:30 AM. The pilot
turned from the cockpit and advised us we
were right on schedule. He also added the
island was experiencing a weather front and
we might have some rough air as we
approached the island. By now everyone
was wide awake and ready for action. Soon
the pilot motioned to Chris who was sitting
in the first seat to look ahead. As Chris
looked ahead we could tell he was seeing
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resting! After cleaning up we met in the
open air lobby and planned the day.
Training, planning and discussion were on
the schedule for the two days ahead while
we waited the Air Rarotonga flight on
Saturday morning. Our first stop was the
importer to finalise the shipping of the
equipment. Next we caught the island bus
into the village to the Cook Islands Telecom
for obtain our licences. The individual
responsible for radio licensing, Pepe Aviu
met with us and within the hour ZK1XXP
was duly licensed. Also N4RF was
ZKISSB; N7R0 - ZKIRRO; N6MZ ZK1XMZ; WA4YBV - ZK1XBV and
KI6AN - ZK1XAN. Now we were almost
there! We returned to the hotel to complete
our requirements as we knew we would tour
the island on the return leg next weekend.
On Thursday our training dealt with the
computers and the logging program.
Thursday afternoon N7R0 and KI6AN
invited Dick, ZKICC to the hotel. Dick
brought an all band antenna and a
transformer and a radio was set up in one of
the rooms. Before Dick departed he offered
us a motor tour of the island. While out we
stopped at a bar up in the foothills for beer
and cokes. Soon after we returned to the
hotel as Dick had to return to his work.
That evening we dined at the harbor and
enjoyed fresh fish.

hoping to learn positive news on our flight in
the morning. I approached the counter and
inquired as to our travel on the morning
flight to Penrhyn and as I stated our flight
was departed at 6AM we needed to know
what time to be here and to confirm the
baggage limits being 18kg limits. To my
total surprise he corrected my information by
saying "4AM departure, be here at 3 AM
and baggage is limited to 10kg because of
increased fuel load". Needless to say I was
speechless and after regaining my composure
repeated what he had said to confirm what I
had heard. He repeated 3AM and 10kg! So
now my return to the hotel could not pass
fast enough. The departure was not a
problem but the reduced weight limits could
be disastrous.
After arriving back at the hotel, I gathered
the team and we discussed this new problem.
With even more baggage than the original
18kg it was a problem to begin with, now it
was a major concern. We were carrying all
the medical supplies, two radios, four
computers and a large amount of "stuff" not
shipped in the crate. In our opinion, all was
needed. Each member set out to see how
much could be left at the hotel and still
function once we arrived on the island.
After almost the full afternoon of packing
and repacking it became clear we would not
make the 10kg limits. After much worry
and effort it was decided we would take
everything we needed and pay the extra cost
of increased baggage. After the baggage
fiasco we worked together as a group on
operational practice. Friday evening we
enjoyed spaghetti at a local Italian restaurant
near the hotel and returned to prepare for
Saturday's early departure.

We also knew we needed to check with Air
Rarotonga concerning baggage limits and
departure times, etc and would do that on
Friday morning. As I am a runner and left
the hotel about 7AM on Friday I decided to
run towards the airport as it was about 4
miles away. That would be a good run and
at the same time I would stop in at the ticket
terminal and check on the information we
needed. Still the weather was windy and
even though chilly quite humid. As I ran
towards the airport I became very warm and
soon was totally wet with perspiration. As I
entered the terminal I am sure those in
attendance wondered who this was showing
up. Luckily for me it was open air! The
agents were boarding a flight and I waited

We departed the hotel just before 3 AM and
were soon at the airport. Anticipation on
what was soon to occur was indescribable.
Only two of the seven were at the 10kg
limits. N7R0 checked in first at 10kg and
then I went next with 23 kg! I said "good
morning" and nothing else! The agent
acknowledged, noted the weight and
removed the bag from the scale and issued
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Titanex V80E

conditions), Willy connected the loop. First
some African stations checked in loud and
clear as usual. But then some JA stations
proved to be very strong too, so the
expectations into this simple wire antenna
were growing. After 10 minutes a steady
pile-up between 7080 and 7100 came up to
stay. This convinced us of the qualities of
this antenna. During several nights we had
further successes. Among others we were
able to work hard to reach regions of US
west coast and mid-west with good signal
strengths. Thanks to this loop we worked
1915 stations on 40 SSB. Compared to the
simplicity of the antenna and keeping in mind
the operating mode SSB this is a remarkable
result.

During planning we became aware that the
Battle Creek Special as the only antenna for
low band operation would not be sufficient.
As Kurt, HB9AFI, had had very good
experiences with a Titanex VI60, he
convinced us to take along a V80E. To
spare the weight of the radials we chose the
"elevated radials" method following a
suggestion by ON4UN. We put the V80E on
the flat coral ground. (At low tide about 12
m from the shore, at high tide just in the
water). Unfortunately we had only guy ropes
in three directions. So we never managed to
erect this 20 m high radiator really vertically
in the strong wind. It also was impossible to
perpendicularly drive the base with insulator
into the coral ground. Although this banana
shape showed no draw-backs in
performance, we have learned that there
must be guy ropes in four directions (at three
levels) as with the Battle Creek. The two
"elevated radials" each were tuned to 3510
kHz and were held in place by six wooden
branches in a height of about 2 m running
parallel to the beach in direction NW-SE.
This antenna too was a very good performer.
It allowed us concurrent operations on 80
and 40 respectively on 80 and 160m. Our
problem was the constant noise level of S8.
Despite that many W6 and W7 stations were
worked on 40 and 80m.

Yagis
Six Cushcraft Yagis were used for the four
stations. The CW stations had access to two
A3S Yagis (one of which was equipped with
the 40 metre element) and one A3WS (with
a 30 metre element) for the WARC bands.
The SSB stations were configured with one
A3S, one A3WS and the large X-7 triband
Yagi. All antennas were installed at a height
of about 8 metres on heavy duty telescoping
Letrona steel masts that were guyed off to
heavy aluminum stakes driven into the coral
ground.
We had just two main beam directions:
northwest for Europe and USA and
northeast for the Far East. We turned the
Yagis by a rope attached to the director end
and tying it either to the "Europe coral" or
the "JA mangrove".

40 m delta loop
The 3-element Yagi for the "classical" bands
equipped with the 40m add-on was not very
effective on 40m. We had difficulty being
heard. So Willy and Eric proposed a delta
loop. Kurt found a centre insulator in his
luggage and the last reel of coax was
opened. As a suspension point we used the
SSB WARC Yagi the mast of which was
lengthened by the boom of a 2m 14 Element
Yagi. The delta loop was suspended in our
main radiation direction NW. (Eu and USA).
It was fed in one of the two lower corners.
The initial SWR of 1:1.7 was promising.
During the notorious low traffic period
(2200 to 0100 UTC according to

All of the Cushcraft Yagis performed very
well, especially the X-7 which had the
benefit of additional gain over the smaller
A3Ss. We experienced no mechanical or
electrical problems with any of the Yagis.
The only downside to their use was the
single element rotatable dipoles for 30 and
40 metres which performed poorly as
expected -- not a fault of the antenna itself,
but of the limited installation height of only 8
metres.
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had to replace hoses during the normal
maintenance work. By gluing and taping we
managed to extend the hose stock up to the
end of the expedition.

In preparation for shipping, all of the
antennas were pre-assembled as much as
possible in HB9 and packed into 10-inch
diameter heavy duty PVC water pipe. These
shipping tubes, although somewhat heavier
than cardboard shipping cartons, proved to
be excellent. They easily withstood the
rigors of shipping, handling and seawater.
The steel masts were also shipped in PVC
tubes.

Failures
•

Supply of electrical power
To assure reliable power we air shipped two
new Diesel generators from Switzerland. We
would have preferred to have a third one as
a backup. For weight reasons we had to
restrict ourselves to a well stocked set of
spare parts. Among the spares was a rotor
and a stator.
We chose Diesel generators for the high
efficiency. Another advantage is the heavy
flywheel, which warrants for a quiet running.
We were impressed by the uniform operation
under the pulsating load of two power
amplifiers with their transceivers. The
generator delivers 5.6 kVA in three phases.
Weight: 100 kg. The fuel tank has a capacity
of 4.5 litres and consumption is around 1.2
litres per hour at full load. That means: Shut
down and refuel every three hours!
Fortunately we found a solution which gave
the generators an endurance of ten days
without a single refueling - a whole
expedition! We put the generator on the
ground and removed its fuel tank. The 200litre fuel barrel was put on a support made
from stones at the height of the motor's fuel
inlet. With two hoses - one for feeding, the
other for spill-over - the motor was fed with
fuel. During all the operating period we
didn't experience the slightest trouble with
this setup. The only interruptions were those
caused by the ordinary servicing such as oil
change, and filling-up oil.

After just a few hours of operation the
CW generator failed. Two broken wires
had to be repaired and a rectifier
replaced. Probable cause was vibration
caused from a missing shock mount that
disappeared during air transport. An
Adidas gym shoe, flotsam brought in by
the sea, served as a replacement.

•

The second generator failure had its
cause in a non Diesel proof fuel hose
(see Supply of electrical power)

•

One FT-I000MP shut down due to
overheating. Removal of the top cover
revealed that the fan connector had come
loose during shipment. Reconnecting the
fan solved the problem.

•

An FT-920 failed and could not be
repaired on site.

Interestingly enough, there were no other
equipment or antenna failures.
Interference

As a condition of our 3B7RF licence, we
were prohibited from causing interference to
the I-IF radios used on Raphael by the
Mauritius meteo and coast guard stations.
Early in our stay on Raphael we reviewed
their frequencies and operating schedules.
Getting on a friendly basis with the crews of
these stations, carefully explaining our
purpose, inviting them to inspect our
installation and avoiding their 30 m
frequency during their morning transmissions
resulted in no interference complaints
whatsoever.
Inter-station interference was minimal. Each
of the four stations was operated at all times
with ICE band pass filters installed between
the transceivers and the linears.

At Mauritius we found only PVC hose
stock. However, we were assured that this
hose is Diesel proof. After the first failure
we found out that this PVC hose contracted
so much, that the fuel flow ceased. So we

The laboriously prepared coax stubs proved
to be unnecessary as there was no noticeable
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gate with someone right behind him wearing
a shirt with "ZS8IR" emblazoned on the
front - Chris had also arrived. We all talked
at once for an hour to the point our
excitement overrode the roar of the
passengers waiting for the Tokyo flight. At
about 6PM it was announced the Tokyo
flight was cancelled and everyone left
quickly, not in the best of moods and the
gate area became very quiet. Our group
could now chat at normal levels. Much was
discussed for the next hour or so and soon
Mike, N6MZ, arrived and the team was now
complete. It was approaching 7PM and we
decided to eat as we felt the night was going
to be long. Time was moving very slowly
and it would pass the time. We each
enjoyed a sandwich and returned to the gate.
People were beginning to show up for the
flight now just 2 hours off Our departure
was scheduled for 9:30 and at 8:30 the Air
New Zealand crew and gate agents arrived
to initiate check in proceedings. Again, I felt
this operation was really going to take place.
The 747 jumbo was at the gate and we
started to load soon after the crew arrived.
The flight to Honolulu was uneventful and
we arrived on time just after midnight KH6
time for an 11/2 hour layover. Sorry to say
many new passengers filled the aircraft to
capacity and that meant no room to spread
out. So it was a long but uneventful 6 hour
flight to Rarotonga.

who attempted to put pressure on the
steamship company who in turn seemed to
not listen. As it turns out the crate arrived
on Penrhyn just one week before we set foot
on the runway on Penrhyn Atoll. Not to say
"just in the nick of time" but at least it
arrived safely and in one piece.
Before I knew it Chris was calling from
NI6T's QTH to say hi. Finally the day
arrived for departure from Atlanta's
Hartsfield International Airport. I would
meet Rick who was coming in from
Charlotte and we would travel to LAX
together on the same flight. As it turned out
our flight was delayed in leaving but was
light in load and comfortable. Actually the
later than planned arrival into LAX
shortened the scheduled nine hour layover to
half the time as we arrived about three in the
afternoon. Our check-in to the Air New
Zealand counter was uneventful and much
to our surprise we were informed by the
agent that "Mr. Watt and Mr. Moen" had
checked in earlier and were waiting at the
gate. Rick and I hurried to the gate
expecting to find no one but N7RO and
KI6AN waiting and no one else around. No
such luck, our friends were nowhere to be
found and there were probably three
hundred or more people waiting for a
Northwest flight to Toyko at the next gate,
needless to say, total confusion and much
noise. We soon learned the plane was being
delayed with mechanical problems. After
about an hour I told Rick I was going to
walk around but not leave the terminal. As I
walked away from the gate area I sighted
two fellows sitting on a bench in the centre
of the concourse looking "lost." I knew they
were not lost because they were wearing our
blue "ZK1XXP" hats! I introduced myself
and we moved to the gate area where Rick
was waiting and we started to chat. So far
four of the team had arrived safely and it
was approaching 5 PM. Bob was due in at
4PM but so far had not shown. Chris was
due just after noon and he too had not
shown. Within a half hour we spied Bob
making a bee line up the concourse for our

Arrival on Rarotonga at just after 6AM local
was to a very gray and overcast sky with a
chilly wind blowing. Customs presented no
difficulties and we were loaded onto a
shuttle bus and headed to the hotel.
Everyone was very tired and talked of
resting for several hours. The ride to the
Edgewater took about ten minutes and soon
we were at the front desk and checked in.
MI of us agreed we needed to clean up and
rest but before we departed to front desk it
was soon evident we were not really going
to rest. How could we even think such a
thing. This trip has been building for over a
year and we are now very close to our final
destination and we are thinking about
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working with the logging program and the
computers in an effort to be efficient with
them once we arrived on the island. Also we
were talking with Warwick on an almost
daily basis on Email making plans and
passing information back and forth. The
plan was to operate from a house now under
construction on the beach of the lagoon
adjacent to Warwick's residence. Soon we
learned that would not take place as
construction supplies due to complete the
structure were lost at sea as a result of the
supply vessel catching fire and sinking!
Certainly not a "show stopper" but once we
learned our crate would be transported to
Penrhyn by the same shipping company we
could do nothing but worry as to how
reliable that organization was. Soon
Warwick advised us our operating site
would be his residence. That was good
news and we waited for the news our crate
had arrived on Rarotonga. The crate arrived
in good order on Rarotonga in early August.
The importer in Rarotonga assured us the
crate would be on Penrhyn prior to our
arrival on September 20th, however, he
advised us the inter-island freighter did not
operate under any schedule for movement
within the islands. Again we began to worry
based on the "fire at sea" and because time
was beginning to move quickly. Actually we
were at the mercy of someone we did not
know.

headed to Georgia on the morning of August
1611' and arrived in Athens on the 21 g. All
went well with the move if you want to
consider the second move in less then twelve
months to be normal! Then a major problem
surfaced in an Email from Warwick.
Warwick advised of an epidemic of "Dengue
Fever" on the island. Our first response was
"what is Dengue Fever?" Seems Penrhyn is
infested with mosquitoes and often they
carry this infection. Our medical advisors,
WOGJ and K9AJ both seemed to be
unconcerned and advised us to carry
antibiotics and plenty of repellent. Easy for
them to say, they weren't going! Oh well,
onward still, we weren't going to let a bunch
of "sqeeters" mess up our operation and we
marched on. Don was moving ahead on the
website with the bio's and announcement
page being operational. The logging page
was on-line and we were testing it for ease
of operation. It actually looked as though
this "thing" was going to happen and we
continued to move towards September 17' 1'.
Chris, ZS8IR had completed his tour on
Marion Island in late August and departed
for the West Coast the first of September.
He would spend about ten days visiting with
hams he knew and then meet us at LAX on
the 17 th. Some of our gear was still being
assembled and we would hand carry several
units and accessories. Don, AA1V,
completed the amplifier interfaces and
microphone amplifiers for the Heil headsets
for the Icom radios and Garry, NI6T,
prepared the backup TNC and radio
interface for the IC706 I was hand carrying.
Those items arrived and I set them aside for
the trip. We planned for backups on as
many things as we could and it paid off. If
there is one thing we learned from the Wake
trip, plan, plan and then plan again.

Our travel agent had arranged all lodging
and air transportation and we received
confirmation of the location, that being the
Edgewater Inn and Air New Zealand as the
air carrier. We were scheduled to depart
Los Angeles International Airport on the
evening of September 17 th with an arrival in
Rarotonga the next morning. All team
members arranged to arrive at LAX starting
midmorning with N6MZ to be the last to
arrive around 6PM local time. So far so
good on travel arrangements. Things settled
down for all team members as time moved
by. It was now the middle of August and my
QSY to Georgia was scheduled to occur on
the 15'h. We loaded the moving van and

As August was almost over and our crate
was still sitting on Rarotonga, we again
started to worry. That equipment would do
us no good if it did not arrive. And we
could not carry anything on the Air
Rarotonga flight because of limitations on
baggage weights. We contacted Warwick
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interference from the 160, 80 or 40 metre
stations to stations working higher bands.
These were quarter wave stubs shorted at
the far end. (i.e. high impedance for the
operating band and a short circuit on its
harmonics).

Christine HB9BQW:
Operating SSB with hoarseness (took along
from HB9) is not too funny. Therefore I got
permission for a rest period. Finally I
sounded loud and clear again. What may
have been the reason for my recovery?
Medicine, clear sea air, or the good wishes
of my 13 colleagues?

As mentioned above, RF did interfere with
the station laptops, however, this problem
was solved with ferrites on the laptop cables.

HB9BQI:

Simultaneous operation on CW and SSB
was routinely carried out on 10, 15 and 20
metres without inter-station interference.
Being able to carry out this simultaneous
operation greatly enhanced our QSO rates
during the time these bands were open.
Simultaneous operation on CW and SSB on
12, 17 and 40 metres, however, was not
possible due to the limited frequency
separation between the modes on those
bands. No doubt with greater physical
separation between the CW and SSB
stations, simultaneous operation would have
been possible.

During optimum lighting conditions I was
about to take a picture of a Maquwa female
with her chick. As these birds are not afraid
of men, I was able to position my camera
about I m in front of the nest. As soon as I
made all the adjustments and was ready to
shoot, the alarmed bird hid the chick in the
shelter of her feathers. I waited for 10
minutes; the air got hotter and it was hard to
stay patient. After about 15 minutes I loudly
shouted to the bird, to give up and to fly
away. Obviously surprised and frightened
she flew up for a few seconds thereby
releasing the view on the chick, just enough
for me to shoot the picture.

Personal impressions

Next evening I wanted to take a picture of
the flagpole antenna in the full moon but
inadvertently a cloud was covering the
moon. Although I remembered my
yesterday's success I renounced from any
acoustic uttering.

Willy, HB9AHL:
As usual with expeditions we were in full
operation up to the end, so that dismantling
is normally done in a hurry. This was the
case too for our monster antenna, the
Cushcraft X-7. From the aluminium ladder I
leant against one of the radiating elements,
thereby remarking that my bottom became
remarkedly hot. In view of the hidden sun
this was hard to explain. When Eric climbed
the tower too, he shouted: "Hey there is RF
on it!" Back in the SSB tent we saw the
reason: Yushi was still in the JA pile-up with
the VL-1000 power amplifier!

Kurt, HB9AFI:
Once in the morning I wanted to take a
picture of the rising sun. One of the coast
guard men was there on the beach towards
sunrise. When I talked to him he said:
"Sorry, but I am about to do my prayer".
This was very embarrassing for me, and I
apologised and went towards the CW
generator. After 10 minutes he came to me
and it was he who apologised; probably he
wanted to have a little chat.

Kurt, HB9AFI:
It looks like the legendary discipline of the
JA and W stations has somehow
deteriorated: While trying to reach W6/W7
via JA on 20 and on 40 we had difficulties
getting the JA stations to wait. Similarly US
West coast operation on 20, 17 and 15 m
was difficult due to the breakers from US
East coast.

Urs, HB9ABO:
May 17, 1200 hours: The last QSO of
3B7RF on 24 MHz is logged. I go QRS and
broadcast that this was the end of the
expedition, that we are going to dismantle
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everything and I said good bye to
everybody. After the final QRT SK I tuned
slowly across the band and then I heard a
strange pile-up: 73, 73, tnx, gl, 73... can be
heard all over the band: loud, weak, QRS,
QRQ, low pitch, high pitch, many kHz wide.
These greetings - most of them probably
from those, who didn't make us - were very
impressive to me and those around me. After
that we put all switches to the OFF position
and started dismantling.

Bobo, our ever present bug catching Geko.
He was there night after night lurking under
the transceiver, next to the keyer paddle. I
wonder if he and his descendants will forever
be changed by the two week dose of RF?

Logistics
Medical care
Hugo had to treat the following "cases" on
Raphael:
1 sunburn 2nd degree at the ankle, 4 gashes,
1 removal of foreign body, 4 hurt feet by
corals, 1 blister at foot, 2 stings by the
centipede, 1 bite by rat, 1 contused wound
caused by a ladder blowing over in the wind.

Hugo, HB9AFH:
Hi Bobo. Bobo is my sidekick in the 3B7
pile-up. A friendly, quiet Geko lizard with a
very speedy tongue. We became good
friends. He seems to have established himself
under the FT-1000. 2 cm from my key.
Bobo fearlessly watches my keying. Slowly,
cautiously my hand approaches him to caress
him just with the finger tip. He puts up with
it! To my delight keying and caressing at the
same time works too! After starting a new
shift I check whether Bobo is still there. He
is. Dear Bobo you waited for me. There are
plenty of insects falling down from the
station lamp - directly in front of his mouth.
Crafty Bobo!

Hugo, HB9AFH, a medical layman, to
whom this task had been assigned had
prepared himself thoroughly and
systematically as follows: Formulated the
goals of medical care; compiled medical
equipment; collected knowledge to this use;
published preventive measures; sent medical
questionnaire to participants; therefrom
established personal sheets for emergency
physician; issued recommendations
regarding personal equipment and
vaccinations; worked out medical emergency
plan; attended first aid training.

Joe, HB9AJW:

Food and shelter

Today, May 16 I have got rid of my 16 day
old beard. How splendid! Of course this
provoked protest from the other
participants. They wanted to sink my shaver
in the sea! Finally we settled upon, that I will
offer the drinks at the final dinner.

To avoid mutual interfering during shift
work each team member got his own tent. A
team tent and a storage tent had been
erected for us by the fishermen. The first
dinner we had tuna fish (caught by
Umbrina's crew), pasta and pumpkin purée.
Rene, HB9BQI, and Christine, HB9BQW,
were responsible for food.

George, K5KG:
My greatest thrill during the operation was a
West coast opening on 80 metres. It
happened only one time but, that particular
morning, the band opened to W6 - W7 for
an hour prior to sunrise and for 45 minutes
following sunrise. The band was absolutely
quiet and skip was so long that there was no
European QRM. Using the Battle Creek
Special I worked 41 zone 03 stations. A
QSO with K5RC was one hour before his
sunset!

Examples for other menus: Baked fish, dried
potatoes, cooked pumpkin, Chinese noodles
with fish, fish roasted on a spit with rice and
salad, salted fish, curry fish, grilled fish,
sweet-sour fish with seasoning, soup, potato
salad, corned beef, macaroni with cheese
dressing, cuttle-fish. Homemade (HB9BQI)
wholemeal bread and filtered coffee cared
for good mood at the breakfast table. There
is one beer per day per person (clearly not

All of the CW ops became friends with
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Again our concern for three positions caused
us to go forth for seven team members.

points were covered. In the end we were
fairly close and this planning seemed to help
all concerned. Each member started on his
assigned tasks. We also contacted WOGJ
and K9AJ for medical advice and assistance
and AA! V would also build special
interfaces. NWT would help with RTTY
needs.

The time period was Dayton and I, like
almost every ham in the world, or at least it
seemed like that, attended. While there I
met Mike, N6MZ, during a reception for the
Heard operation and during that
conversation Mike expressed a desire to join
us. Mike was a very creditable individual
who possessed a knack at low band
operation and also came with very high
marks from the Heard team as the guy who
fixed whatever broke. They said give him a
tool box and he's happy. With that report
we had our seventh team member making
the team complete.

As time moved on, donations started to
arrive. N4RF's QTH in Charlotte was
selected as a staging point and equipment
loaned by various manufacturers started to
arrive. Soon UPS knew where Rick lived by
heart! We knew a wooden shipping
container would be needed to transport the
equipment safely to the island and it was felt
if it was built by us it would be exactly what
we would need. Also all equipment would
need to be set up, tested and then repacked
in its original containers for packing into the
crate. It was decided I would travel to
Rick's QTH and the two of us would do a
complete "test run", build the crate, pack
the equipment in the crate and then see it to
the trucking firm who would deliver it to the
exporter in Oakland for departure on June
30, the date arranged for shipping. I flew to
Rick's on June 10"' and stayed one week
testing and preparing the equipment. We
built the crate, 3'x4'x7' in size and then late
one night delivered it to the freight terminal.
We actually delivered the crate on the I6"'
with a five day delivery to Oakland. The
crate arrived on the 24 th, one day before
"load day" and the vessel sailed on the 29"',
one day ahead of schedule.

A home page was also planned to include
on-line log checking and Don, NI DG, would
be responsible for it. Actually the team was
eight. As planning became reality we found
we had a number of individuals who
volunteered by providing assistance in
helping build special interfaces and
components, provide technical assistance on
medical needs and concerns and provide
equipment. More on that later.
At this point time was moving on. It was
late May and equipment was being lined up
and would need to be staged in preparation
for shipment. I also prepared a tasks and
responsibilities list for each member. All
requirements were listed and each member
was assigned three or four tasks. N4RF and
myself would handle the shipping, testing
and staging of the equipment; WA4YBV
was assigned the duties of finance, security,
and food officer; N4RF and N6MZ would
take care of all computer and computer
related concerns, KI6AN was assigned the
tasks of assigning duties for setup once we
arrived on the island and breakdown and
preparation to depart planning; N7RO
would do propagation studies and prepare
an operating procedures handbook; N6MZ
was assigned to be the operation mechanical
officer and prepare the propagation
forecasting for the homepage; ZS8IR would
be responsible for photography and medical
duties. We hoped with this tasking list all

I returned home to Michigan and prepared
to relocate to the Athens, Georgia area in
August, just before our scheduled operation
which was now set for the week of
September 20 th through 27th.
I thought
things would slow down, however, for me
total confusion was ahead because of the
upcoming move.
With the equipment on the way,
requirements dealing with the operation
switched from equipment activities to travel
arrangements and the web site being
prepared by Don, N1DG. We also were
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and I forwarded an inquiry as to the
possibility of us visiting for a week in the
latter part of the year. Warwick responded
quickly with a positive response saying he
would welcome our visit and would be
willing to assist in any way possible. He
further indicated we could use his residence
as a staging area for the operation and he
had a location on the beach adjacent to his
residence in which to set up the operating
site. Little did we realise at that time how
much help Warwick would really be and
how he would become a very good friend to
us all. This latest news sealed the location of
the operation and planning in earnest began
in the early spring.

DXpedition would be too close together.
All of a sudden I was "the team!"
Luckily last year Dick, N7RO, had indicated
he wished to participate in an operation in
the future if we planned one. Dick was a
respected DXer, a member of the ARRL DX
Advisory Committee and had travelled to
some degree.
I contacted him and he
accepted without hesitation. While in
conversation with my good friend Rick,
N4RF, I mentioned what was happening
and he asked to be considered as a member.
Also WA4YBV, whom I have known since
novice days in 1960, indicated he would like
to participate. Both N4RF and WA4YBV
were avid DXers and preferred SSB
operation so that would fit the need at this
point. So now we had four operators but
with the hope of having three operating
positions we felt we needed six or seven.
N7RO requested KI6AN be considered and
we agreed. At that point all of the team felt
we might need medical expertise as no
medical facilities exist on Penryhn. "Ads"
were sent out for a "DXer" doctor who
would like to go. Also we approached
K5VT, a physician and world traveler who
we hoped would join us but due to work
commitments declined as did WOGJ and
K9AJ, both of whom are physicians and also
participants in the Heard operation. They
each respectively declined due to schedule
conflicts. At that point I thought of Chris,
ZS8IR, on Marion Island. Chris is trained as
a physician's assistant and was currently
serving as an advanced paramedic on Marion
Island. A benefit to the team would be
Chris' expertise in performing trauma
treatment where no doctor is present. I had
known Chris through two friends in ZS, that
being Chris, ZS6EZ and Tjerk, ZS6P and
also knew of his operating abilities. An
Email request was sent to Chris with an
invitation to join our operation as an
operator and also be there for medical
services if needed. To everyone's surprise
Chris answered without hesitation of his
desire to go. This put us at six and we
discussed the addition of a seventh operator.

Sunspots Travel in Portland Oregon, a travel
agency with expertise in arranging travel and
accommodations in the Cooks, was retained
to provide assistance in travel needs for the
team. At this point I forwarded all the
information so far gained to each member
with comments and recommendations as to
how we should proceed.
We officially announced the operation on
March 6, 1997 and started a fund raising
effort to provide assistance for the
anticipated $3000 cost of shipping the
equipment. As this anticipated amount was
high we requested financial assistance from
many known DX organizations and clubs. It
was not long after the announcement that
individual donations also started to arrive.
At this point I also forwarded requests to
those who in the past had provided
equipment support. All indicated support in
one way or another.
It was at this point in the planning I
contacted the members of the Wake team
and advised each of the plans and where I
was in preparation. I was soon to learn the
team makeup would change. Don, NI DG,
advised that business commitments overseas
would cause him to withdraw his
participation. Lloyd, K4HQI, also indicated
business obligations would not allow him to
consider the operation. Bob, N6EK, after
serious thought sent word he would not be
able to go as his participation in the Heard
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enough!)

the kitchen crew of Raphael Fishing
Company.

Once Yushi, JA3IG, serves us a freshly
prepared raw fish. He tells funny stories
about swallowing living shrimps and sepias
in Japan. The meals are simple but
excellently prepared by Noel and Richard,

Sanitary equipment

There were two camping toilets each within
a tent. Sea view included.

Finances

What is the cost of such an expedition?
The total budget of our expedition amounts to CHF 210,000 (SUSI 50,000). The largest single
item in it is the ship with CHF 38,000. Other important items are travel and lodging, camping
equipment, catering, generators and fuel. A large part of the cost of radio equipment in this
budget was eliminated because the respective manufacturers supported us either by lending or
donating us equipment.
6 transceiver and two amplifiers:
YAESU Radio Corp., Japan
6 Yagi antennas:
Cushcraft, USA
1 Vertical antenna:
Battle Creek Low Band DX Club, USA
ICE Band Pass Filters Industrial Communications Inc., USA
All coax cables
Huber & Suhner, Switzerland
Power amplifiers, station accessories: Seicom AG, Switzerland
Printing QSL cards
Funk-Amateur, Berlin
Discount on airfreight:
Air Mauritius
Satellite phone:
Schumperlin Engineering, Switzerland
Discount on generators:
BIMEX Technics SA, Switzerland
We received material or monetary gifts from: Productivity Resources, USA; Ascom Systec,
Switzerland; Movenpick, Switzerland; Victorinox, Switzerland; CQ HAM Radio, Japan.
Following DX and amateur clubs made monetary contributions: Northern California DX
Foundation (NCDXF); HTC Telegraphy Club, Switzerland; DXLF, Japan; International DX
Association (INDEXA), USA; ARRL (The Colvin Award), USA; RSGB DXpedition fund;
Danish DX club; GDXF German DX Foundation; CDXC Chiltern DX Club; DF3CB Infotechnik;
Eastern Iowa DX Association WONX; HB9EAS Group Switzerland; TDXS Texas DX Society;
Northern Ohio DX Association; Northern NJ DX Association, USA, Virginia DX Assoication,
USA, Greater Milwaukee DX Association (GMDXA), USA.
In addition, dozens of hams and other individuals have supported us with donations.
Without all these numerous donations and offers of equipment our DXpedition could never have
accomplished. Therefore, we thank all businesses, enterprises, clubs and radio amateurs who have
made possible our project by their generosity.

Plea for donations
In spite of all these revenues and the personal contributions of the participants our account still
shows a deficit which now amounts to the order of about one Swiss Frank per logged QSO.
This deficit ultimately will have to be borne by the participants of the DXpedition who have
invested lots of time and labour to offer the HAM community access to a rare country. That's
why we are appealing again to all DXers and DX clubs: Please help us, for example, by donating
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an amount equivalent to the "value" of the QSOs you have made!
The Expedition's bank account:
Bank: Swiss Bank Corporation, Bundesplatz 1, CH-6300 Zug,
Account No Q9 824.996.0 CHF, Q9 824.996.1 USD. Remark: "Cargados-Expedition"
Post account: Cargados-Expedition 6331 Htinenberg, 60-77949-1
Cashier: Josef Meier, HB9AJW, 100450.540®compuserve.com
Thanks a lot!

Thanks
We thank the Government of Mauritius, Prime Minister Office, the Telecommunications
Authorities and the 0.I.C.D. (Outer Island Development Corporation).
Special thanks go to the Raphael Fishing Co. Ltd. and their Managing Director Alain Langlois.
Their logistical support for transports, food, water and fuel was eminently important for the
success of our expedition.
Thanks goes also to MARS (Mauritius Amateur Radio Society) and their secretary Jacky,
3B8CF, who not only helped us with the preparations but actively took part as a valuable team
member and excellent operator.
Thanks as well to the Radio Club Zug, HB9RF, for managing QSL-Distribution and support.
Finally the personal thanks of the initiator Karl, HB9JAI, to his team:
I thank all team members for their effort with the preparations and for their skilled operating,
due to which 3B7 was activated on the ham's world map with over 53,000 contacts. Thank you
most sincerely for your great achievement!

The Dateline DX Association (www.goldtel.netkicixa)
from
Penrhyn Atoll - North Cook as ZK1XXP
of "The Dateline DX Association" on
some correspondence. Don based his
suggestion on the fact Wake Island is on the
dateline in the Pacific and is actually the first
American possession off the line. We all
agreed and the Dateline DX Association was
born.

In January 1996 four DXers travelled to
Wake Island(see CQ, May 97 & The DX
Magazine, July, 1996) and operated as
AL7EL/KH9. While on Wake, the team
consisting of AL7EL, NIDG, W4AO and
N6EK like all good DXers began to have
thoughts that maybe next year we could go
somewhere again as a team. Of course we
really had no idea where that might be but
we could day dream anyway. After all we
were just four DXers who were able to
operate from KI-19 and we could dream
about anything we wanted! Why would one
think we would actually travel again? What
was to develop for this team follows
including a little history.

name

As the Wake operation wound down and
travel back to the States was under way, I
again brought up the subject of "next year."
I have to say I was surprised when the idea
of going again was received in a positive
manner by the rest of the team. That
surprise was based on the fact we were just
coming from a very tiring and difficult week
on an island with intense heat, high humidity
and not many people, not to mention long
nights. Discussion began even before the

Before the Wake operation had actually
started, Don, N1DG had offered up the
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U.S. Air Force C-141 "Starlifter" was
halfway back to Honolulu's Hickam Air
Force Base.

stood at number 26.
That fact alone
certainly added credibility to North Cook as
a strong candidate. I also learned ZK ITN
was number 46 most wanted on RTTY, a
mode we intended to operate. Further
research indicated two good possibilities in
the north group, that being the atolls
Penrhyn and Manihiki. Of the 5 atolls in the
North Group only those two met our
requirements as to what facilities were
available and how easy it would be to
transport the equipment there.

Numerous possibilities were thrown around,
first KP5, then T31 and next ZL8. We
discussed what we felt were reasons to
consider certain locations as good
possibilities and others that were not. KP5
was eliminated because of security concerns,
T31 was a very good choice but lacked
reliable transportation sources and was
eliminated and ZL8 was considered to be
very difficult logistically to accomplish. For
reasons unknown to me, North Cook came
to mind as having good possibilities for a
major operating effort. Its presence for
DXers has been only sporadic and to my
knowledge a major operating effort had not
taken place from North Cook for many years
if any at all. All agreed there might be merit
with North Cook as a consideration. Our
requirements were availability to scheduled
air/ship transportation, ability to ship large
amounts of equipment at an acceptable cost
and operate from a location that sustained
human life without undue hardships. We
arrived in Hawaii with a somewhat positive
feeling that we might really go somewhere
else in the not too distant future. With that
in mind we settled into our hotel and tried to
recover from the many hours of unsettled
sleep and heat. As we departed Honolulu to
go our separate ways I advised the team I
would research North Cook and be in touch.

Both air and sea means were reviewed and
it did not take long to discover that even
though air travel between the north and the
south groups was regularly scheduled, it was
expensive. Sea transport was immediately
ruled out for team travel as it was almost 5
days by inter-island steamer that departs
Rarotonga and visits all the islands of the
chain. Scheduled air travel is provided by
Air Rarotonga and flights are once a week
on Saturdays, however, a major roadblock
surfaced with Air Rarotonga, that being a
limit of 18kg of baggage per passenger.
That automatically ruled out air as a means
of transporting the equipment to the island
chosen. With these facts in mind, if we
chose either Penrhyn or Manihiki we
assumed team travel would be by air and the
equipment would be shipped from a staging
location in the States to the destination
picked via sea transport.
Earlier I had sent out "feelers" for
information on the north group in general.
Several responses were received with
recommendations pointing to both locations.
Now what? Then a response to an inquiry
to Ron Wright, ZLIAMO was received with
a recommendation we contact Warwick
Latham, ZL1WL, who lives on Penryhn and
serves as the weather station administrator
there. Warwick also serves as the island
agent for Air Rarotonga. Ron's information
pointed us in the direction of Penrhyn as the
location of choice in the North Group.
Manihiki would be acceptable but was now
considered a second choice. As luck would
have it, Warwick was reachable via Email

Soon after returning home and as I prepared
the QSL format of the KH9 QSL card I
found myself thinking what all DXers do
best, that being dreaming to be "on the
road!" I found myself researching the Cook
Islands, specifically the North Group, its
location and geographical makeup and what
would be involved in not just the team
getting there but the equipment as well and
where would we operate from. In addition
to the country in general I was concerned as
to its "need" status in the DX community. A
check of the "Most Needed 100" showed
North Cook in the mid 80s" but more
important was its need in Europe where it
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Ian Capon, GOKRL, is this year's winner of the G5RP Trophy. This trophy is jointly awarded by the RSGB HF Committee and the Vale of White Horse Amateur
Radio Society for recent, rapid progress in the DX field.

CDXC member Bill Hall, G8JM, was presented with the ROTAB trophy
one of the RSGB's highest accolades, for engendering international
friendship through amateur radio.
3B7RF DXpedition to St. Brandon May 1998

RSGB President Ian Kyle, MIOAYZ, presents Don Field, G3XTT, and Don
Beattie, G3OZF, with the Gravesend Trophy as runners up in the Restricted
Section of NFD. John, N2QW, was the third operator.

A multinational team of 14 put St Brandon on the air last May.
As 3B7RF they netted 53,656 contacts in 12 days. CDXC made a
substantial contribution to this DXpedition.

RSGB HF & IOTA Convention 9/11 October 1998 - Members in the news.

Raphael Island in the St. Brandon Group, the site of the 3B7RF operation.
Martin Atherton, G3ZAY, presents John Linford, G3WGV, with the Premier IOTA
Award for John's software development work for the RSGB IOTA programme.

,NDoN

3 B7 RF

3B7RF: The Umbrina II encountered heavy seas and listed as much as 40
degrees on the return to Mauritius.

Neville Cheadle, G3NUG, presents a special plaque to Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH,
for Phil's outstanding work as QSL manager to the 9MOC Spratly DXpedition.

